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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Selected As A Best All Round !wawa, 00CoMItuLti4 NeMlipaplif
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
nited Press International
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
*Ai are to be congratulated for
_getting our REA bill paid on
time this month. This bill comes
In on the tenth and all the rest
come in by the first or second.
• For some reason it is a difficult
bill to pay because of the tim-
ing of it.
Jonquils all over the place,
wide open. Those on the south-
Side of the house are big, full
and open. Stems a foot long.
Hyacinths also open. Forsythia
budding, it's young or it would
be in bloom by now. Elm tree
fuzzy with opening buds. Leaves
an the Port Oaks, and the Iron
(Continued an Back P
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Offices Here,
James Blalock has flied as a
candidate for the office of Cir
cult Court Clerk for the six
years period to start in 1970
subject to the primary election
Ann May-27.
W Blalock is now serving his
second term as Circuit Court
Clerk. He is married to tho
former Margaret Purdom, and
they have two daughters and
one grandchild.
This makes two candidates
for the °face of Circuit Court
Clerk. L C. Miller, son of Acre.
Miller and the late Mrs. Miller,
..ollege Terrace Drive, filed ear.
'Ler for the office.
Three persons have filed for
the offkie _el City Council for
Murray.
Mrs. C. C. (Betty) Lowry has
filed for the office in Ward B.
She and her family reside on
Elm Street. Mrs. Lowry hes
been active and church and
civic affairs of the city, county,
&and state. She was president of
n.he Kentucky Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs for two years and
is now serving as chairman of
the trustees.
Max A. Weaver of 1203 Olive
Street and Rex Eugene Alexan-
der of 1320 Wells Boulevard
have filed for the city council
in Ward A.
Weaver is a teacher at the
_Murray High School and is now
aserving as a member of the City
Council. Alexander is with the
physical education department
of Murray State University and
was former coach of the basket-
ball team.
Accident Is
°Reported At
Intersection
Milton Dwight Halle of Route
Three, Dawson Springs, and
student at Murray State Uni-
versity, was charged with speed-
and disregarding a stop sign
by Kentucky State Trooper
Charles Stephenson last night
*bout 8:20 p.m.
Haile was placed in the Cal-
loway County Jail and his bond
was set at $150.00, according to
County Judge Hall McCuiston.
Trooper Stephenson said he
checked Haile for speeding as
they acre coming into Murray
4ki U.S. Highway 641 South.
Stephenson said he had his
light blinking on his car as
Mule stopped for the red light'
(CeMineed en Sack Page)
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CHECK MADE ON
Several Persons Are Fined
In City In Past Two Weeks
Several persons were charged,
entered pleas of guilty, and
were fined in City Court during
the past two weeks by Judge
William H. (Jake) Dunn and
Judge Pro-Tern Charlie Marr
Records show the following oc-
curred:
R.. E. Young, failure to dis-
play trailer tag, fined $10.00
costs $4.50.
G. D. Poyner, failure to dis-
play trailer tag, fined $10.00
costs $4.50.
D. M. Dick, driving while in-
toxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs ;4.-
50.
L. C. Martin, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Hershel HeKendree, public
drunkenness. fined $15.00 00M4
-80. -
R. D. Birdsong, disregardbi
gre_lined 1:1 1V1VM.
C. M. Broach, driving while
intoxicated, fined 2100.00 costs
$4.50, revoked license, fined
$50.00 coats suspended, for a
totti of $154.50, and twenty
days in jail.
C. V. Burton, public drunken-
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50
W. C. Herndon, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reek-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
.1 G. Morgan, reckless driv-
ing, amended to disorderly con-
duct, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
M. E. Parker, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
24.50.
Lonnie Tucker, public drun-
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.-
50.
Carl Ray, public drunkenness,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
B. J. Huie, driving while in-
toxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costa $4.-
50.
P. S. Hale, driving while in
toxicated, fined $125.00 costs
$4.50, no operator's license, fin-
ed. $25.00 costa $4.50, subject
given thirty days in City Jail,
....auwanded. on,mindition„,ise not,
be-back ilk - this court -for re--.
mainder of this year 1969.
C. W. Hargrove, public drun-
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.-
50.
R. L:itushonc-drirdeiteg beer
in public, fined $15.00 costs $4.-
50.
W. C. Boggess, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less-driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
R. E. Thompson, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
D. G. Scott, public drunken-
RATHER REPORT
Kited Prose Informational
Optimist Club
Holds Meet
The Murray Optimist Club
held a special meeting at the
Southside Restaurant on Tues-
day evening.
In keeping with the Optimist
Theme, "Friend of Boys", the
club had as their guests, the
sixth grade basketball champ-
ions of Murray and their Seth-
(C.entinuod on lock Page)
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CORRECTION
Kidney Screening - Children at Paten
screen the school childless .f Calloway County
if the Murray Woman's Club races the eassers
specimen. At bar left is Mrs. Lucille Rees.
identffied adults are volunteers in the prefect.
SCHOOL CHILDREN
Sawa lineup for a test given yeeterdey I.
for bidden kidney diseases. Mn. Dwight Crisp
es Mrs. John N. Purdom, LK caster marks.
1.I4 litho I Project nurse. The other two un-
Staff Photo by Ed Calle
Cases Are Heard
In Calloway Court
Of Judge McCuiston
Several cases have been
heard in the Calloway County
Court of Judge Hall McCuiston
during the past week. Records
show the following occurred:
Elmer C. Colson, driving
while license revoked, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00, driving
while intoxicated, fined $100.00
costs $13.00; State Police.
Nathan Stubblefield, Murray,
disorderly conduct, fined $50.00
costs $20.00, given thirty days
of fried chicken with rolls, 
and mashed p tatoes and 
in jail suspended on condition
ICI1TYhe leave town; Sheriff.
for 89 cer.ts. This special is for Rebecca H. Alexander, Mar-
today, Thursday.
The Kentucky Fried Chi:ken
special adve:,'Ised f ir Wednes-
day should have been adver-
tised for Thursday. T ie spenal
is a regular $1.20 regular box
by United Press International
Considerably cloudy today
and tonight with scattered
showers mostly central and
east High today in the 80s. Low
tonight mid 30s to low 40s.
Clearing and colder late tonight
and Friday.
The Life Lived By Dr. Ora K. Mason Will
Long Stand As ,An Inspiration To Others
By Pamela Kay* Garland
Sometimes in this busy world
we live so fast that we tend to
pass by many of the great
people who helped to make our
world what it is today. These
people are older now and no
longer active. They sit and re-
member days gone by and the
things that they did.
There are great people all
over the world and many of
these are in America. We are
very lucky to have in our small
town one of the most amazing
people in America. She, in her
own way, has been a real pio-
neer for America.
This lady is Dr. Ora R Mas-
on. Dr. Ora and her husband,
the late Dr. Will Mason, were
the pioneers in medicine in our
section of the country. There
is no doubt that Murray would
not be the medical center that
it is today, had it not been for
Dr. Will and Dr. Ora.
Lir. On, as she is anecuon-
ately called by her family and
friends, was born on November
7. 1887. Both of her parents had
received their M.D. degrees at
the University of Michigan, and
Ora was soon to follow their
lead.
When Ora was eight years
old she moved with her par-
ents to Surrey England. Two
years later they returned brief-
ly to America - then were off
for Sidney, Australia, where her
father organized , and directed
a large hospital.
The family spent almost eight
years in Australia. Ora took
her early medical training at
Sidney University and while
there studied music and passed
the British Royal Academy ex-
aminations. As her graduation
present Ora received a trip to
England. This was a very ex-
citing summer for her. She and
a girlfriend toured England the
whole summer on bicycle!
When Ora was nineteen years
Id, the summer after her tour
of England, she entered the
Philadelphia Woman's Medical
School and in 1911 graduated
"summa cum laude". With a
medical degree in her hand and
hope in her heart, Dr. Ora ac-
cepted a staff position with Dr.
John Kellogg at Battle Creek
sanitarium and clinic in Battle
Creek, Michigan. While there-
she also obtained an R.N. de-
gree.
In 1915 she moved to Wash-
ington D. C. with her parents
It was while she was practicing
medicine in Washington that
she met her future husband,
Dr. William Herbert Mason.
Her father, Dr. Daniel Hart-
man Kress. was the medical
(Continued on Page Mine)
This recent photograph of Or. Ore Mason depicts the
loveliness, the Intellect and compassion, so respected by the
hundreds of people whom 'he has served over a long period.
Court House
Committee
Has Meet
-The Executive Board of the
Retired Teachers Association, in
conjunction with the original
Restoration Committee of the
old court house, recently met in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hall
McCuiston.
The meeting was called to
order by the president of the
Retired Teachers Association,
Mrs. Lochie Hart. Plans for the
formal dedication of the old
court house were discussed. The
question concerning a marker
to be erected on the grounds
was also focalized in the dis-
cussion.
The president appointed a
committee comprised of M. 0.
Wilather, chairman; Dr. Harvey
Elder, Dr. Hunter Hancock and
Dr. Melvin Henley. This com-
mittee will aid in the word-
ing of the script and the plann-
ing of other matters pertaining
to this monumental stone.
Present at the meeting were
Mrs. Reba Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Hunter Hancock, Mrs. Charles
D. Milliken, Harvey Elder, Mel-
vin Henley, M. 0. Wrather,
Rhea Parsons, Otis Lovins, and
Mr. and Mrs. Hall McCuiston.
The next meeting of the Ex-
ecutive Board, will be held at
the home of Mrs. Lochie Hart,
March 24 at 6:30 p.m.
Breakin Reported
At Ross' Grocery
Ross' Grocery at Penny was
broken into sometime last night,
according to Deputy Sheriff Cal-
ton Morgan.
Harmon Ross, owner of the
store, discovered ,the breakin
when he came to open the store
this morning.
Deputy Sheriff Morgan said
the glass in the front door had
been broken to gain entry. Al-
though a complete record of
what was stolen is not known,
Morgan said cigarettes, gum,
candy, etc., were Wising.
The thief or thieves also turn-
ed on the gas pumps and took
$4.00 worth of high test gaso-
line, according to Morgan.
RUMMAGE SALE •
The Lynn Grove United Me.
thodist Church will hold a rum-
mage sale at the American Leg-
ion Hall on Saturday, March 22,
beginning at seven a.m..
RIDING CLUB
The New Providence Riding
Club will hold its monthly
meeting at the Southside Re-
staurant on Saturday. March 22,
at six p.m. All members are
Urged to attend.
Gospel Singing Is
Planned Saturday
Project Is First In The
Nation Ou Such Big Scale
The first county-wide screen-
ing program to detect kidney di-
sease ever attempted in hbe
United States was conducted
yesterday in Calloway County.
Sponsored by the Murray Wo-
man's Club, this project involv-
ed approximately 2400 children
and 100 vollinteer workers who
helped in collecting and testing
the urinary samples which sho-
uld reveal urinary tract infec-
tions and other problems that
can develop into serious, or
even fatal, kidney diseases.
The volunteer workers were
members of parent-teacher or-
ganizations, the Murray Wo-
man's Club, the Hazel Woman's
Club, and the county health de-
partment. Chairman of the pro-
ject is Mrs. James Garrison,
figt vlet-Stresiddrli-Of Murray
Woman's Club.
-The testing was dose in
-operati6n with the Ktdairy Fours-
A gospel singing will be held
at the Ginny Ridge Pentecostal
Church, located one mile off
Highway 94 East in Calloway
County, on Saturday, March 22,
at 7:30 p.m.
Featured singers will be the
Southlanders of Henderson, the
Melody Notes of Murray, and
other local singers.
The public is invited to attend
the singing.
Hub Caps Stolen
From Costa Car
Marshall A. Costa, Jr., North
18th Street, reported to the
Murray Police Department this
morning at 7:45 rig a theft oc-
curred on his 1966 Riviera
Buick last night.
Costa told police that two
wire hub caps were taken from
his car parked in front of his
home.
Names Are Omitted
From Honor Roll
Two names were omitted in
the list submitted far the honor
roll for the fourth six weeks at
Calloway County High School
published in Monday's issue of
the Ledger & Times.
They were Carolyn Venable
who made all A's and Kathy
Stubblefield, both juniors.
Firemen Answer
Calls Wednesday
dation of Kentucky, which sup-
plied equipment and a trained
technician, Miss Rosemaria Mc-
Donald. Jack Adams, executive
director of the foundation, said
that he was extremely greti-
fled at the enthusiastic recep-
tion and the cooperation he re-
ceived from the residents of
Calloway County while working
on the program here.
Also present for the testing
were Dr. Nancy Holland of the
U. R. School of Medicine and
Graham B. Wall of Ames Lab-
oratories, who conducted a
training program for volunteers
last week.
Urinary samples taken from
the boys undergo a testing pro-
cedure referred to as "Lab-
stick", which detects the pres-
ence of glucose and blood. Sam-
ples from the girls undergo this
testing plus an additional one
called "Testuria", which is a
miniculture plate testing for
the presence of bacterial in.
fection in the urine.
A registered nurse was in
charge of a team of workers
at each school. The volunteer
nurses were Mrs. Dee Imes,
Mrs. Brooksie Maddox, and Mrs
Gail Dunn of the Calloway Co-
unty Health Department, Mrs
Lucille Roes, who works for the
County Board of Education un-
der Proiect i, Mrs. Doris Was-
ka, a teacher at MS11. Mrs.
Howard Brandon, Mrs. Jane
Blair, Mrs. Wayne Hardie, Mrs
John Purdom, Mrs. Blye Harri-
son, and Mrs. Dorval Hendon.
The Murray Woman's Club
provided the $700 for the pro-
gram.
Readts of the testing will
not be determined for several
days.
Mrs. John Gregory, publicity
chairman of the club, told the
(Continued on Back Page)
County Man
Succumbs
Ft-tilt-Wound
- G. Hendricks Burkeen of Dex-
ter Route One died Wednesday
about three p.m. from a self In-
flicted gun shot wound, accord-
ing to Max H. Churchill, cor-
oner of Calloway County.
Churchill said the wound 'was
in the right temple and was
from a 12 gauge single barrel
shotgun. Burkeen's son, Ray-
mond (Jack) Burkeen, who re
aided with him, discovered the
body of his father on the front
porch of the home and called
for help. The gun was found
beside the body, Churchill said.
The wife of the deceased,
Mrs. Lottie Burkeen, died Octo-
ber 30, 1968. Burkeen resides
on a road between the Shiloh
Road and the Dexter Road.
Burkeen, age 74, was a mem-
ber of the Independence United
Methodist Church. lie was born
November 7, 1894, to the late
Thomas Jeffrey Burkeen and
Mary Catherine Harris Burkeen.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Herbert (Dorothy) Brian,
Waldrop Drive, Murray; two
sons, Euin and Raymond (lack)
Burkeen of Dexter Route One;
one sister, Mrs. Virgie Stewart
of Miami, Fla.; four grandchil-
dren; four great grandchildren
Earlier in the afternoon on
Wednesday Calloway County
(Continued on Back Page)
Three calls were answered by
the Murray Fire Department on,
Wednesday, according to de-
partment records.
The first was a two alarm fire
to Lassiter Auto Sales at 121,h
and Chestnut Street. Firemen
said two trucks answered the
call and CO2 was Used to put
out the flames in an overhead
heater. Paint and dust in the
heater was the cause of the
fire, firemen said.
At six p.m. the firemen were
called to the Jackson home at
506 North 2nd Street to ex-
tinguish a grass fire. Later at
8:15 p.m. another grass fire
occurred by the Stockyards on
South 2nd Street.
The Murray firemen said per-
sons should use extreme caut-
ion in burning leaves, yards, or
fields during this time of year.
Firemen said it was very easy
for the fire to get out of con-
trol.
Shrine Club Will
Meet Saturday
The Murray-Calloway Couni..
Shrine Club will meet Saturdas
March 22, at 8:30 p.m. at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. William
Moffett, Panorama Shores.
A ,,otluck supper will b e
served. Entertainment will be
furnished. All members and
their guests are urged to ,t
tend.
Registration First
Grades Next Week
Registration for the 1969-70
first grade has been set for
Monday and Tuesday, March 24
and 25 of next week. On Mon-
day registration will be held at
the Austin and Robertson Ele-
mentary Schools. On Tuesday
registration will be held at the
Carter Elementary School.
First grade registratioh will
be as follows:
Monday, March 24
Austin Liementary School,
1:00-4:00 p.m. in the Austin
Cafeteria.
Robertson Elementary School,
Students In
Tournament
Ten Murray High School stu-
dents entered the first half of
the Regional Speech and De-
bate Tournament held last Sat-
urday at Murray State Univer-
sity. This contest featured group
events but each participant was
given a rating.
Receiving excellent tw dia
cussion were Jayne Scott, Lauri
Alexander and Suzanne Jones.
Kitty Steele was rated good.
The team of Wanda McNabb
and Linda Showman was rated
excellent in duet acting. Dar-
lene Stuart and Debra Mabry
were rated good.
The debate team of Mike
Ward and Ernie Williams ad-
vanced to the quarter-finale.
Individual events will be hel
this Saturday.
1:00-4:00 p.m. in the Principal't
office.
Tuesday, March 25
Carter Elementary School,
(Continued on Back Page)
Arthur Kinel
Is Arrested
Arthur Kinel was charged
with flourishing a deadly wea-
pon with intent to kill on a
police officer last night, ac-
lording to Chief of Police James
Brown.
Patrolmen Bill Wilson and
J. D. Grogan were called to the
Kinel home to investigate a
fracas between Kinel and his
wife, Cords Loretta Kinel.
While the police were there,
Kinel threatened Patrolman
Wilson with a weapon, the po-
lice said. Rine was arrested
by the patrolmen and Chief
Brown who had been called
to the scene.
Ertel was placed in the city
jail and was to appear before,
Calloway County officials this
morning. His wife, Cords Lo-
retta Kinel, was charged with
disorderly conduct and placed
in the women's detention room
of the Calloway County jail.
TWO CITED
Two persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
on Wednesday. They were for
public drunkenness.
•
S.
•
•
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Nixon's Decision
President Richard M. Nixon made hl Brat
major decision since assuming the Presidency when
he decided last week in favor of an anti-ballistic
system, a prsiw pared to the defense of the
nation arid one dubbed "safeguard." So
far as we are concerned, it was a sound decision,
though a controversial one which his opponents
will do their best to pick to pieces.
The ABM system will be deployed around
missile sites, not around cities. The ABM system
will be a deterrent to mink attack. The Amami'
already have such a system to defend their
government, military and industrial leadership.
— The way we see it, such a system will give us
an ace in the whole in future dealings with Russia,
China or whoever.
The Sino-Soviet Clash
The Chinese-Russian border clashes have
become more than "incid-nt", and for the first
time Russia is shouting to the work! that
Communist China has invaded its territory and is
attempting to cap ,re Soviet property. The
Chinese have maintained complete silence on the
Russian charges.
These activities on the Sino-Soviet border are
cawing the rest of the world to wonder what is
really gong on between these two nations, the two
largest Communistic countries and former allies.
Now, no one in their right mind would want to
see Russia and China getting into an all-out,
no-holds-barred war; a conflict embellished with
minden carrying atomic warhesds and all the
bonen of nuclear int. It's not that we would
object to seeing these two Communist giants
Ifilitiging it out toe-to-toe, but such a war could
dimibr envelope the entire globe and destroy it all.
In any event, the Chinese threat may divert
Ruinalet attention from supplying armaments to the
Arabs in the Middle Fast and giving comfort to the
North Vietnamese and North Korea. And that
would wit everyone in the free world.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON — Dr. E. Preston Sharp, a correc-
tional institution official, blaming public indifference
for bad conditions in children's institutes:
"In many cities, zoo keepers are paid more than cot-
tage parents or correctional officers. What is more im-
portant, the supervision of human beings or monkeys?"
THE VALLEY Anguilla — Rebel President Ronald
Webster, commenting on the conduct of some British
occupation troops who landed on the tiny Caribbean Is-
/and Wednesday:
"Some of them are carrying their guns and drinking
beer and whiskey. That is not a good combination in the
tropics."
WASH:MC/TON — Rep. H. FL Gross, R.-Iowa, criti-
cizing the Small Business Administration for approving
loans to a reputed Cosa Nostra member:
"What have we come to when an agency of the fede-
ral government is spewing out the taxpayers' hard-
earned money to a smuggler and a loan shark?"
ST. PETERSBURG, — Baseball catcher Joe Tor-
re, expressing his pleasure at being traded by the At-
lanta Braves to tsae St. Louis Cardinals:
"I'm verry happr. So is my mother. She wanted to
make sure I stopped off in church and thanked God."
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIMES FELE
Mrs. Rena uahgherty, age 112, died this morning at
the home of her daughter.
Tires were reported on Ridge Road, Murray-New
Concord Road, and at Lyrui Grove in the county. Eight
grams fires were reported In the city on March 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde L. Jones announce ther'engage-
ment and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Rosemary, to Harold Wayne Prow, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Prow, 8r., of Madisonville.
Zart Tucker is the new manager of the One Hour
j=lisl
Service, according to an announcement re-
today. 
Bible Thought for Today
Ise an have sinned, and come Short of the glory of
God. —Iteanans 3:23.
The Bible speaks plainly about sin. Man cannot
recognise his need of a Saviour until he first under-
stands the fact of his sin.
oomokohr
20 Years Ago Today
A community mid-week church service will be held
las the claaabas la Murray on March 23 at 7:30 p.m. St
the Phut Christian Church. Rev. FL J. Hunter, Jr., Of
Hopalsville will be the guest speaker.
Min Ruby Beta, nurse in the office of Dr. Rob Ma-
son, is resting well at her home after suffering a tarat-
ured left shoulder the night of the fire on Main
The power was cut off in the section and she slipped end
fell in the darkened office of Dr. Mason.
Mrs. E. C. Parker,was elected president of the Mur-
ray Woman's Ch. Other officers are Mrs. J. L Hodek,
.11dra. Maurice Crass, Mrs. H. I. Sledd, and Mrs. Ft, R.
Robbins:
Mrs. Him Swann and Mrs. Carl Lockhart of Lynn
Grove plan to open a shop specializing in upholstering
and slip covers in Lynn Grove.
MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Stanley F. Voiles, M.D.
Director
National Institute
Of Mental Health
Schisophreola Research
Is Needed
Schizophrenia is the most
common of the serious mental
disorders—afilicting about .2.-
000.000 people in the U.S.
Early signs of the disease in-
clude withdrawal or getting off
by oneself, not being able to
concentrate. increasingly sloppy
appearance, and excessive talk-
' ing.about one's fate or the fate
of the world.
Schizophrenia. as a rule,
camas a split bctween thoughts
aid Wilkait. For instance. an
alligglipt person may giggle when
dmaribing the serious illness of
a loved one.
Or. a person may cry when
Idling that he won $1000 is a
Contest.
Nearly everybody shows
some minor signs of things like
these, at times. They don't
necessarily mean schizophrenia
is beginning. Don't try to diag-
nose yourself or someone else.
That's the doctor's Mb.
Psychiatrists, .other physi-
cians, mental health centers and
hospitals, and health depart-
ments or your mental health
association can give you help!'
They can find the kind of
assistance you need. Seek them
out if .,.ou're worried about
schizophrenia or any otheekind
of mental problents.
Modern treatment has great-
ly improved the lot of the
schizophrenia patient. Some
patients have to he treated in
hospitals Many others, with
proper drug and.. other therapy,.
can hold full- or part-tirne jobs,
run their homes, care for their
chiidren, and carry on daily
living
But we still don't know near- ,
Ty enough about the causes and
how to prevent or really cure
this very complicated disease.
The NIMEI is working 'with
thousands of researchers and
physicians all over the U.S. and
.the world on an intensified
attack on one of our gravest
public mental health problems.
He Warns
Of Pep Pill
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI; —
A pharmacology professor says
that while the effectiveness of
diet Pills disappears within two
or three weeks, some people
continue to use them for their
mild euphoric effect
Diet pills belong to the am-
phetamine family. said Dr.
Frederick Meyers of the Uni-
versity of California Medical
Center. adding "Addiction
to injected anphetamine
"speed" is the most serious
drug problem among today's
Youth."
"The individual on a 'speed'
trip doesn't eat or sleep for
days. experiences both audi-
tory and visual hallucinations,
and often exhibits violent para-
noid behavior." Meyers said.
He said the compulsive user
of large doses of oral ampheta-
mine. unlike that of injected
amphetamine. is rare.
"However, vulnerable
individuals gulp dozens of diet
or pep pills daily, doing nearly
as much damage to themselves
as the 'speed' abuser.- said
Meyers.
Anxiety and wakefulness. of,
ten to the point of insomnia.
are common side effects of even
moderate doses of ampheta-
mines, especially at the begin-
ning of use. Meyers said
Assemblies' Stoeckel*
SPRINGFIELD, Mo (UPI)
The Assemblies of Ood says
the number of radio stations
carrying "Revivaltime," the de-
nomination's official broadcast,
reahed a high of 537 in the
fall of 1968 The neure includ-
ed 78 releases outside the
I
United States
Travel Spending
NEW YORK 'UPI) — Total
spending for travel in the
United States last year came
to more than $42 billion, ac-
cording to Stewart. Bainun,
president of Quality Motels
Almanac
by United Press International
Today is Thursday, March 30,
the 79th day of 1969 with 386
to follow.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morninNapn are Mer-
cury, Mars an iter.
The evening stars are Venus.
and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1942, Gen. Douglas Mac-
Arthur, commander-in-chief of
Allied forces in the Pacific, is-
sued his famous "I shall re-
turn" pledge as the Japanese
occupied most of the Philip-
pines, He returned from Austra-
lia victoriously 30 months later.
In 1951, Argentine Dictator
Juan Peron seized control of
the opposition newspaper La
Prensa.
In 1963, a volcano on the is-
land of Bali began erupting and
the death toll eventually went
over 1,000.
In 1968, Israeli launched hea-
vy attacks upon terrorist buss
in Jordan.
A thought for the day _—
Thomas Henry Huxley said,
"Irrationally held truths may
be more harmful than reasoned
errors."
The Panic
Center Is
Innovation
By PATRICIA licCORMACK
4
'
NEW YORK UPI - On souse
campuses students run "panic
centers" during examination pe-
riods.
For worried students,, there
are refreshments, games, or
consultation.
Suicide prevention is one auq.
About 1,000 college youths out /
2.6 million kill themselves ann-
ually. Authorities estimate an
additional 9,000 try and about
90,000 threaten.
Encouraged To Look
Dr. Edwin Shneidman fL:ureS
students should be encouraged
to look at suicide prevention as
they clo fire prevention. He Is
chief of the Center for Studies
of Suicide Prevention at the Nat-
ional Institute of Mental Health
NIM H,
In detecting suicidal tenden-
cies, according to the expert,
"the word is 'change' - if a
boyfriend, girlfriend or room-
mate displays a change in be-
havior or attitude, you ought
to take a second look."
He spoke at a student suicide
conference, sponsored by die
National Student Association.
One conferee, Dr. Richard
Seiden, said his study of suicides
at the University of California,
found these marks of students
who killed themselves:
Doubted Adequacy
Better than average, doubt.
ed their own adequacy, weir
dissatisfied with grades, and de.
spondent over their general ac-
ademic aptitude,
They get uptight by setting
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U.S. TALKS ILEGIN IN POW John N. Irwin II
, President
Nixon's envoy, hands a personal letter from Nixon to Peru-
vian president Gen. Juan Velasco Alvarado in Lima during
high-level meeting aimed at Ironing out Peruvian-American
political differences. (Ctiblephoto.
A CHURCH FIRST Deaconess Phyllia Edwards officiates at
wedding of John Mallory and Karen Willoughby at St.
Aiden's.Episc..pal Church in San- rianCisco in what is be-
lieved to be the that such ceremony performed by a woman
in the Episcopal chureh. Deaconess Edwards ,A1.1.4 the first
woman in 4:i-er ,•hureh to he vested deacon five' yiitirs ago.
Orin
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—HE'S AN
EX-MARINE TURNED
PREACHER.., IN
A WACKY AND
WONDERFUL
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THE WHOLE
FAMILY!
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE' TECHNICOLOR
"Olympian" standards, often im-
possible to meet.
His studies showed students
most likely to commit suicide
are in fields that requires deep
sensitivity-say 1 iteratur e and lan-
guage. At Berkeley, English maj-
ors led the suicide list.
Some suicides are what auth-
orities call the social isolate.
Such was the student not missed
until hik body was found in his
room more than two weeks after
he killed himself.
There were no friends to check
up on him,
At the University of Texas in
Austin students who feel they
need help call the Emotional
Crisis Center, During 22 months
• Features a . . .
1:10, 3:15, 7:10 & 9:15
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W11€ IDUEEN
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uctccriv€ Lt. frank
St411C
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Reserved Perforaance Tickets Now On Sale!!
ADM.. ADULTS 115
the center received 13,000 calls
for help, intervened in 15 suicide
attempts.
Southern Coltrrado State Coll-
ege has a program called "help
anonymous." At the University
of Southern Florida in Tampa
a dormitory satellite Mental hea-
lth unit helps despondent stud-
ents.
4 lie l .4ates Lawn
1..awiation llall of Finit-
e. Itaraird at \rwport. R.I.
* * *
I ;dirge fisitliall attendance
during 1%8 rips.' he IIs re., ird
high of 27 million.
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'[Major League RounduplBoston Will
'Play Army'sBy GARY KALE
UPI Sports Writer
The Robinson act of the Balti-
more Orioles continued to wow
tile audiences Wednesday. The
pair accounted for seven runs
*with home runs.
Brooks hit a grand slani in
the first inning after Pedro Ram-
os had walked three Orioles, and
Frank connected with one on in
the third off the Pittsburgh start-
er. Baltimore rtilde the most of
the Robinson slugfeet to beat
the Pirates 8-5.
With Frank Robinson back on
the beam, the Orioles become a
'threat to win the American Lea-
gue pennant for the second time
in four years. They clicked in
1966.
The Detroit Tigers, 1968 AL
"champs, suffered their first blow
of 1969 catcher Bill Freeman's
nose was broken by a thrown bail
Wednesday while he was taking
extra batting practice at Lake-
inland, Fla. The Tigers were at
41,Tampa, where they dropped a
4-3 decision to the Cincinnati
New Orleans
Will Host
,Super Bowl
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. CPI -
The Super Bowl is moving from
Miami to New Orisons.
The Louisiana city was se-
lected over Miami Wednesday
by the owners of the 28 pro
football teams as the site of  
the 1970 Super Bowl Game.a Commiesioner Pete Roselle
said the selection would main-
tain the balance between Na-
tional Football League and
American Football League cties.
Los Angeles, an NFL-. city,
boded the first Super Bowl in 
r1966. Miami of-the AFL has had
It for the past two years.
Roselle said majority of
the owners swung to New Or-
("leans because the NFL Sairts
averaged crowds of 75,000 at
home last season. The Saints
play their 'home games in the
?dans University Stadium,
which had an 81,000 capacity.
The vote was not disclosed
but the commissioner indicat-
ed it was not unanimous.
It took a vote of at least 13
of the 16 NFL owners and 8
of the 10 AFL owners to make
*the switch from Miami.
Wednesday's decision was the
first major acticm taken in the
five-day deeding, whidt will end
Friday.
A Joint committee of Mx
awners-three from each league
-Monday adopted a proposal
Reds with the help of three De-
troit errors.
St. Louis ,the National League
champion, wasn't treated too kin-
dly either. The Los Angeles Dod-
gers' Bill Singer and Claude
Osteen combined for a 3-0 shut-
out. Triples by Len Gabrielson
and rookie Bill Russell in the
third inning did the damage.
Big Gaylord Perry pitched the
San Francisco Giants to a 9-4
Cactus League triumph over the
Seattle Pilots. Willie McCovey
and Bobby Bonds backed Perry's
performance-his third victory of
the exhibition season with a pair
of doubles apiece.
The Chicago Cubs halted Cle-
veland's nine - game winning
streak. Chicago gave up six runs
in the first inning but then rallied
for a 10-7 triumph. Rich Nye
helped his own pitching cause
with a two-run homer.
Around the circuit: The Boston
Red Sox scored seven runs on
Don Wilson in the fourth inning
en route to a 13-1 victory over
the Houston 
Astros. 
Cleon
Jones' three-run homer,his third
of the exhibition campaign, help-
ed the New York Mets nip the
Philadelphia Phillies 5-4..Frank
Fernandez stroked a 400-foot ha
mer with a man on in the seventh
inning for the New York Yankees'
3-2 decision over Atlanta...sing-
les by Walt Williams and Tommy
McCraw highlighted a four-run
ninth that gave the Chicago White
Sox a 5-1 verdict over Kansas
City ...and the California Angels
beat the San Diego Padres 6-5
when a walk to Jay Johnstone
forced Vic Davalillo home with
the winning run in the ninth
inning.
Game Tonight
NEW YORK 011 - Boston
Liege likes to beat you at
Own /Arne.
Coach Bob Cousy's stick band
smooth ball-hemillers likes to
lay the fast-breaking game big
t's also adept at the dowdown,
-control style. That's why
e Eagles own the nation's
longest winning streak at 18
and are favored to win the
32nd annual National Invitation-
urnament.
The Eagles face defene-mind-
ed Army, the nation's top de-
ensive club, in one semifinal
game tonight while Temple bat-
es Tennessee, the nation's No.
defensive club, la the other
-final. The whams meet
k the finds after-
Ono&
Even though the Eagles like
to run, Oxley aye they'll try
to bed As at its own slow-
down yrs it. If Tennessee beats
Tn1148.-----11181es will run in-
to Oil 110116461111 /Me again-
prodded IC gets peat Army.
The Tasseosee-Tample game
else Medd be a close struggle.
ransom pkys the same type
detendve pine Army Mrs, but
Tenneco's doss it in a differ-
ent way. While Army is strictly
a man-to-man club, Tennessee
uses a 1-3-1 trap zone. The Vol-
unteers also have a big man
In 8-10 Bobby Croft; Anny
doesn't have a player over lit
Temple, with the savvy typi-
cal of one of Philadelphia's
Five clubs, handed the ball well
and should give-Zenneesee a
rood test.
fa - ASURRAT. LRNTJCRI
SPORTS
Rookie Manager Says Giants
Have A Good Shot At Pennant
By JOE SARGIS
UPI Sports Writer
PHOENIX, Ariz. UPI - The
1969 San Francisco Giants re-
mind you of those talent rich
New York Yankee teams of the
1950s.
Like the Yankees of that era,
they have all the ingredients-
pitching, hitting and depth-to win.
Whether they will, though, Ls ano-
ther question, and one rookie
for the retenuon of toe AFL
and NFL as separate entities
with interim/sue games.
But there has been opposition
by some of the AFL owners,
who want complete realighn-
meat.,
Television negotiations are
stalled until the question is
settle.
manager Clyde King can answer.
King, a student of the game,
is confident, but he's too smart
to go out on a limb and say flatly
his team will win. A Herman
Franks might-he did a year ago-
but not King, although in his heart
he knows he has a solidball club,
but one that is a chronic brides-
maid.
"We have a good chance to
win our decision title," says
King, "but it won't be easy, not
ty a long shot. Sure, we have a
lot of fine players on this club
but we are going to have to avoid
injuries to key men, play at our
very best and hope our pitching
holds up. That's a lot of 'ifs' so
It would be foolish for me to say
I think we are going to win it."
King can't be blamed for being
hesitant since he's a rookie big
" MERCURY
is the BEST !
BOATS GALORE!
MACK a MACK HAS THE FINEST
MERCURY SERVICE DEPARMENT
ira THIS ENTIRE AREA - SEE THEM TOMORROW
**They'll Work on Anythin9 7f All Work Guaranteed
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"MACK a MACK'S
Mechanics Aren't
Only Factory Trained-
They're Factory
Educated"
* -
VISIT MACK
& MACK FOR-
* TACKLE
* PICNIC
* CAMPING
"Everything For
The Water-Sportran"
- -
USE? MOTORS
4 To 20 Hp.
Good Deals, Teel
- * -
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR MERCURY MOTORS
Mark Twain, Astra Glass, Swisher" Peler Kraft, literstrel Mario,*, Arrow Glass,
Mire,* Craft, and CrItchfleld Beats. What A Line-upi
FOR THE BEST DEALS AROUND SEE -
MACK & MACK
U.S. 68 - Vs Mile West Ky. Lahti Girl? - Aurora, Ky. -474-2344
Baseball
Standings
National League
Best Diviiies
o
61. LOWS .
Was Last Pct. Be
Nw ̀lark 6 4 .400 -
• 4 .60 -
Montreal no l's
c anp• hn ca4d b t 
$
t:
.273 310
West Wrists.
San Francisco 3 .777 -
Lon:Inneti . 6 6 400 
2lis
s Amain . a 6 .300 Zies
Dow . A 5 .444 3
Atlanta 5 7 .417 3l.s
Houston . 4 7 .364 4
American League
last Divielest
We Lee, Pct. GB
BelloviA ; .1116 -
.750 Ya
Cbevssina 741 
.554 
 .417 
4,431W
Boston
Will7ilnet fon .. 2 II .134
West DivIsiels
Minnesota . .. 7 3 .700-
c•stois., 6 5 .545 IV,
Chicetio 5 7 .47 1
Kansas City . I 6
Today's Ca MOS
=itts:J.
Atlanta vs. Kansas City at Fort Myers.
Fit
Cincinnati vs. PIttsburon at Bradenton.
Fla.
Houston vs. Montreal at Cocoa Beacti.
Fit
PfIlladelonia vs. St. LOA/14 at 04141r-
w•ter,
Chicsoo, N. vs. Oakland of Mew. Ariz.
San Dime vs. Ian Frarscieco at Yorna.
A, iz.
Boston vs. Detroit at Winter Haven.
FM.
California vs. Cleveland at Palm
SPrMen°1retess. otaCalitvs. Saw York, A, at Fort
Lauderdale. Fla_
Still in
The Money
NEW YORK (UPI) - Grey
Lag won the Excelsior Handicap
in 1923 at the age of 5. Five
years later, the popular 'horse
'finished third in the same race.
league manager and the Giants
have finished in second place
four years in a row. However,
his club is as good as any of the
challengers in the National Leag-
te's West Division, including At-
lanta and Cincinnati.
The Giants' strong points in-
clude sii strong-armed starting
pitchers, three better than aver-
age catchers and the home run
punch of Willie McCovey, Jim
Hart and Willie Mays.
Besides the solid core of vet-
erans, King has perhaps the best
rookie crop of any club in the
majors.
Running down the club, here
is how it lines up at the moment:
Pitching: Jinn Marichal 26-9,
Gaylord Perry 16-15, Ray Sadecki
12-18, Mike McCormick 12-14,
Bobby Bolin 10-5 and Rich Robert-
son 18-9 at Phoenix and 2-0 with
San Francisco as starters. Frank
Linty 9-8, Joe Gibbon 1-2 and Ron
Herbel 0-0 in the bullpen.
All are right-handers except
Sadecki, McCormick and Gibbon.
Lefty Mike Davison coming brick
after a military stint, Joe Cos-
tello 12-43 at Phoenix and Roo
Bryant 11-11 at Amarillo are the
candidates for the last remain-
ing spot.
The catchers will be Dick Diets
.272, Jack Hiatt .232 and Bob
Barton .261.
"I'm going to carryall three,"
says King, "although I want 009
of them to be No. 1. Every team
that ever won a pennant did it
with one catcher. I hope we can
go with a No, 1 man."
McCovey, who led the N.L. in
homers 36 and runs batted in 105
In 1968, is all set at first and Hal
Lanier has the shortstop job,
Lanier, since becoming a switch
hitter, has improved enough so
that neither King nor the front
office worries about his light tat
any more.
Hunt In Job Battle
Ron Hunt , who slipped to .250
last year 'in his first season with
the Giants, is batting young Don
Mason for second base and more
than likely Will win. At ttiirdbase
there is a traffic *m with the
veterans Jim Davenport and Ch-
arlie Smith fighting rookies Bob-
by Etheridge and Cesar Gutier-
rez and the comebacking Tito
Fuentes.
Mays will be in center field as
always, except King doesn't want
him to play in morethan125 gam-
es. Bobby Bonds, who showed a
lot of ability last year, will be in
right and Hart in left. When Mays
rests, Bonds will shift to center
and either Dave Marshall or Ken
Henderson will move to right.
King Is not a "book" manager
in the pure sense of the word.
He V looking for a set lineup and
will go to the percentage only
when he has to. He is also toying
with an idea of hanng Mays as his
leadoff batter, which Mays has
accepted enthusiastically, and wi-
th good results, in exhibition
games.
King presents a new image as
far as Giant managers go. Fie
has shown he can be innovative
and the players seem to like his
style. There are those who think
that was the missing ingredient
the last four years.
Lew Alcindor
First Naismith
Trophy Goes
To Alcindor
NEW YORK an - Lew Al-
cindor, ho hits the basket with
the accuracy of a Springfield
rifle, today became the first
winner of the James A. Nais-
smith Trophy as the United
Press International Coilegsi
Player of the Year.
Alcindor, a three-time UPI
all-America at UCLA, was nam-
ed on 212 of 308 ballots cast
by UPI maitswriters andbisd
casters.
The Atlanta Tip-Off-Club,
sponsor of the award, will make
the trophy presentation in At-
`lanta March 29.
Pete Mamvich of Louisiana
State drew 47 votes for a dis-
tant second, Rick Mount of Pur-
due amassed 10, Spencer Hay-
wood of Detroit 6, and Charlie
Scott of North Carolina 5.
United Plum International
honored Houston's Elvin Hay
as the 1968 Player of the Yea
with Alcindor a close second.'
AHRA SANCTIONS
SUPERSIM
IN GEORGIA
BRISTOL, Tenn. - Another
new superstrip is joining the
American Hot Rod Association's
growing family, AHRA official
Larry Carrier has announced.
Carrier, president of the Bris-
tol International Dragvray and
AHRA vice-president in charge
of sanctioning for the Southeast,
says an ultra-modern drag strip
is to be built at Commerce, Ga.
Quentin A. Freeman beads the
organization which is building
the new layout, which is expect-
ed to be completed by this Octob-
er. Freeman is president of the
Southern International Racing
Complex, Inc., the organization
backing the new speed complex.
Carrier says AHRA and South-
ern International have signed a
five-year sanctioning contract.
The track will host two major
events each year,
"The first race has been
for this November, with a purse
of over $100,000 being offered,"
said Carrier. "This should att-
ract all the top drag race drivers
In the country."
Carrier said AHRA "is proud
to be a part of this great drag-
way. The dragway will be located
only about a 45-minute drive from
Atlanta and will serve as a drag
race center for a large area of
the Southeast."
Freeman, who said the drag
strip is being built with all the
latest safety techniques in mind
in- order that lens be protected
at all times, is the first step
in a major racing complexplann-
ed-for the area.
"We plan to build a mile
super speedway and a road
course at the site," said Free-
man. "Sanctioning for the oval
track and road course will be
announced later. We plan to make
this racing complex one of the
finest in the nation."
Announcement of the Comm-
erce racing complex marks the
second major track Carrier has
signed for AHRA in recent mon!
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Drake Has Plans For UCLA;
Purdue-Tarheels Rated Even
ly FRED DAdAANE
UPI Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, E.Y. En -
rxitlel Pang &Salmi
without a slingshot.
Coach Maurice John at
knows tint better than anybody
He must lead his troops into
battle tonight against Giant Lew
Alcindor and his corps of Phi-
listines without a man on the
roster bigger than 6-toot-9.
John's plan is to bring in
Garry Odom to cover the 7-144
Alcinclor within the- first few
minutes of the game. Odom en-
joyed a successful evening a-
gainst a 7-footer from Texas
A&M in tie Midwest regionals.
But the key to this game for
Drake, John feels, will lie in
Ma ability to hit from the out-
side. Without that the Bull-
dogs are sunk.
Coach John Wooden of UC
LA, whose team is seeking an
unprecedented third consecut-
ive NCAA crown, was high is
pmise for Drake and ha-
nded his scouts had brought
back glowing reports of the
Bulldogs' outside shooting.
"I think Drake is a fine bask-
etball team, and I have respect
for the Missouri Valley Confer-
ence," Wooden said. -I feel any
team here can win this tour-
ney."
Injuries could iirove to be
the deciding factor in the Pur-
due-North Carolina game. Both
ths. Carrier previously revealed
that a super drag strip is being
built at Rockingham, N.C., with a
$100,000 debut event set for Sep-
tember 26-28, The first race at
the track, which is patterned
after the Bristol International
Drag-way, has been dubbed "The
U. S. Open".
"Drag racing is growing so
fast in popularity that it has be-
come the top sport in the South-
east," says Carrier. "Other sup-
erstrips are in the making and
we likely will announce another
million dollar dragway in the
very near future."
teams have been crippled by
the loss of key performers and
each will be looking to exploit
the other's loses.
Dick Gruber, a highly-regard-
ed guard, will be on the side-
lines for North Carolina and
Chuck Davis, a 7-foot center
will be out of action for Pur-
due.
So too may Herman Gilliam,
an All-Star forward. If Gilliam
is unable to play, it will put
extra pressure on the Boiler-
makers' backcourt duo of Rick
Mount and Bill Keller.
"Gilliam is running a little
better, but I won't know for
sure about him until game
time," said Purdue Coach
George King.
Jerry Quarry,
Buster Mathis - 
Meet Monday
GROSS1NGER, N. Y. US -
Buster Mathis and Jerry Quar-
ry begin putting on the finish-
ing touches today for their Mon-
day night bout in New York
which could lead to a crack at
either Joe Frazier's or Jimmy
Ellis' heavyweight title.
Dr. Edwin C. Campbell of the
New York State Athletic Com-
mission examined the fighters
Wednesday and pronounced
them extremely fit for the bout.
Quarry remained here to com-
plete his training while Mathis
returned to his Rhinebeck, N.
Y. camp.
Quarry, beaten previously by
Ellis in a World Boxing Assoc-
iation title match, is so calm
that Dr. Campbell said the Cal-
ifornia battler's pulse was a
low 52.
Mathis, the Grand Rapids,
Mich, fighter who lost to Fras-
ier on a knockout, was confid-
ent he would be the one to
continue the challenge for a
heavyweight title.
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RAMBLER
AMERICAN
...the car that can keep
you from buying an import!
$1,895"
. .crooz inn, & 
change 
TreaS its MO sty fOl: 
every 
Slies
Your American dollar gore further-when you invest in a Rambler Ameri-can It's priced close to the imports
. 
and
dfm it d C
four. Sot you get seating room for six-end a husky ik-cylinder engine. Lots of trunk space, too. Why not get the most carfor your money? Come on in and compare on American, feature for feature. We'reconfident you'll buy our idea. DRIVE THE ONLY U. S. CAR AT IMPORT PRICES!DRIVE OUR 'AMBLER AMERICAN!!
CAIN TREAS
1/4 Mile From University MOTOR .SALES on Mayfield Road
,
0
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His Mother-in-law
Likes to Cuddle
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I've got mother-in-law trenble—but not the
kind you usually hear alseet.
I am 33 and my '-in-law is * weell a real syringing
divorcee. She's the Way type, always khaki ma hello and
good-by, even when rim ody soft we the met mesa.
If I sit dews, Mime= OW% her umire) Is ea my lap is
two seam& She% always wake me tivel with her, and
whim shq ceddke up, her instiette are sey bait materna
My wife doesn't even notice, and thinks it's great that bar
mother Ku 119 Inu.ch- Ahhiaire Oteo_et I. dived
aim with Mesween. How can I chill her witseekinsfee
lime el it? A SON-IN-LAW
BEAR SON-IN-LAW: Flag Mart calling her "Mother"
instead ef Maareea. Thee loll her yen deal feel like dandies.
and she's tee heavy to head es year lap. If she's will is your
hair, yen nest be dole( sesse(ldeg wow I've yet Inmeet a
33-year-old nee who maiden run faster than Ids nielber-f=taw.
DEAR ABBY: I have never told my troubhss to anyone
before, but I think-it would be me to unburden myself. I have
been married for 42 years and have three wonderful married
children This is my complaint: My hubby has retired and he
stays home all the time now. He is farmer chanting everything
around in my homeland, and I am gang crazy try ng to find
things If I say anything to him about it, well, Abby, you never
heard such foul =wage. Than he will get angry at me and
won't speak to me far days. I deal naiad that, but he slams
doors and pulls out drawers mall I think I will lose my mind.
I am a nervous wreck. I have always looted forward to
growing old graceftdly, not being frightened to death by a
raving maniac. What can I do? MISERABLE
DEAR MISERABLE: Tour husband =cads like a sick
ma*. Tell year story In me ef year three sissies-fel married
children and ask then In help you get their father In a doctor
fur a check sp. It's net mama era retired =an In nate his
presence felt around the tease. but year maw is everdeleg it.
DEAR ABBY: I am writing this for "WEAK TUMMY"
who gets "sick- to her stomach at the thought of eating at a
relative's house where the dishes are was in the same sink
the baby is bathed
I am 13, and I still remember taking baths in the kitchen
link It was greet fun! I want to add that my mother is
probably the cleanest woman alive. Truthfully,
ANDREZ
DEAR ABBY: When our Swim arrival, shortly after Worid
War 11, the only place we mil I. rent was a thrmareern
apartment with a shower—me Mb. losally we had a dodge sift
Ii the kitchewouel there wkere IMOM the Wilms kr a yew.
(I feslimmil Wee es ihe kr Amer wile I IOW
the Miar—e1
I I bid dearlatnksst"ipmme," it WIIS the as halo
be free from emilawaletles. I agrukked the ilk eery 411
BEFORE sod Arm Iwo boy and if our guests ever
threw sip alter setae bore I mow low abut it.
SM. HEALTHY
Swerybody nee a grain& INiet's years? Per • peressa
ropey write In Abby. Ilse Oak Lie Angeles. Cal-. NM Ind
melees a elempad. nakailressul eneelepa.
-ago
RATE TO WRITE LATTER"? SEND $I TO AMT. ROE
gam. 1401 AMoso,mg,CA Ism POE AITI DOOKLET,
WOW TO WI TIT LATISH' FOR All OCCASIONS."
SOCIAL GALENA' C
lub will meet at six p.m at
the Southside Restaurant
• • •
Theindey, Mean 30 The Alpha Department of the
The Annie Armstrong Growl) Murray Woman's Club will 
have
of the Hazel KePtlet Char-chits moon luncheon at the chin
WMS will meet at the home ol ncwith Mesdames Harry
Kra. Mary Tomboy at 6.30 p. mew, McKenzie, gob.
m. with Mrs. Notie Killer In Hornsby, Rama Terhune,
charge of the program. Edwin Lamm and Kiss Mild-
• • •
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Chis
have its annual lqsehees at ats
club house at me pa. TWO
In charge are Meedemm
man Brunk, Carl Ineldsgsk Ins
Crawford, Bryan Tam MINN
Fluegge, Dwight Crag, Una
Nance, Winnie Thseggis
nett Warterfleld, ad Valor
Orr.
• • •
The Business and Profession
al Women's Club will have its
dinner meeting at the Woman's
Club House at 610 p.m.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hell at
pewee pm.
• • •
The Calloway Ceuntp Said
Boosters Club will meet at
Calloway County. High Scheel
seven p.m. All
persons, including those from
the eis Callaway eisemstary
centers, are urged to attend.
• • •
Friday, Meech 21
The Fidelis Class of the First
Baptist Church will meet at
the Church at 11 a.m. for a
1111abeon meeting.
• • •
The Kirkeey-New Concord
PA men's and women's beak-
eilhall teams will play at Risk-
• at seven p. ma.
• • •
A variety program will be
presented at Lynn Grove *boot
at seven p
• • •
Saturday, Meech 22
The New Providence Riding
S
Hatcher es keetemes.
• • •
A fashion chow will be held
the Student Union building
seven p. mi by the Alvin
Alpha fruternity.
• • •
Turkey mad trap shoot will
at the Reed= Conservation
from OM a. ma. to five
apamaasil by the Dexter
Onb.
• • •
Gospel aislig at Gissay Ridge
Pentecostal Chun* will start
at 710 p. a.
• • •
Sends% Mere* 11
Calloway County Staging Con
amities will be held at Flint
Baptist Chun* darting at 1:311
p.
T K LEDGER BTimis
Vowtte#4
— MURRAY.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . . Phone 753-11117 or 753-4547
Miss Debbie Jones D
Home Economics At
Editor's note: This article was
written by Miss Debbie Jones.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Jones, home economies student
at Murray High School, as a
part of her requirements for
the state FHA degree.)
, By Debbie Jena
Through our home econo-
mics classes at Murray High
School, we become better pre-
pared individuals for the life
that lies ahead ,f
The first part of the total
home economics program Is the
class instruction. We prepare
ourselves for our future by
studying seven areas in heme
economics which are foods, sew
thing, child care, asenaginallek
housing, relatimilkipa. sal
UM& - 
The Snit 101._ 011 bon* Is.
struellea at Hersey High is
Home Semmeim I and it is in
this class that we receive the
foundation for all our other
home economics education.
Basic and simple techniques
are taught in foods, sewing,
health, child care, and good
grooming. The sewing class is
climaxed with the annual style
show in the spring.
The second step, Home Eco-
nomics II, is an extension of
the things we were taught in
Home Economics I. New op-
portunities to learn more com-
plex methods in the basic seven
areas are given. Units on
"Home Care of the Sick" and
"Value of A Dollar" are stud-
ied.
The final step of our clam
Instruction is Home Economies
M when our instructor helps
to chose the units from III and
IV that are most important and
we will profit from the most
iscusses Program Of
Murray High School
I; order to get twos years in
one.
The important areas of Dem-
ing and management are stress-
ed. all Boyd of the Peoples
Bank spoke to the group est
checking necounIs, erring' se-
counts, and other phases 3 f
banking. Owen Billington of the
Murray Insurance Agency talk-
ed to us about various types of
'neurone*.
In the unit on "Planning To-
morrow's Home", we made
scale floor plans, and visited sev-
eral homes in Murray to see
the different types of archi-
tecture Other units are on mar-
riage, special occasion meals
and making a lined suit or
mat.
Clam intstruction is further
practimit-by doing home pro-
/acts Mal Ammeter and during
the amemer. Our Instructor,
Mrs. Iirop Lilly, COM.s to visit
our ihmilles and sees what we
have done as a home project.
Through this visit she can bet-
ter understand us and realize
the needs of each student.
FHA, as the third part of the
total home economics program
Is an organisation of boys and
girls who have taken, or are tak-
ing home economics. Working
together to improve life for all,
both now and in the future,
gives us a sense of unity. Our
local FHA chapter has 94 mem-
bers and is working on two
main projects this years: "Good
Family Relations Through Com-
munications" and "Good Health
— A Valuable Asset".
Home economics clan in-
struction, home prajects, and
FHA all work together as a to-
tal program to enrich our lives
and prepare us for a bright
future.
• • •
Open house at Hart Hail Orli
dormialecy is planned from
three to five p.
• • •
Republican Club
Has Party At Meet
The Women's Republican
Club held an open Tupperware
Party on St Patrick's Day at
7:30 at the Community Center.
Mrs. Madison Jones and Mrs.
Marilyn Brunschwyler gave a
dem nitration of the Tupper-
ware products and showed the
ladies and their guests some
new ways to use their Tupper-
ware
Refreithments were served
from a lovely table decorated
with a St Patrick's Day theme
Hostesses for the evening were
Christine Rhodes, Evelyn Smith.
Linda Kelly...1:111te Resit and
Kay Lentz. •
Amidst a lovely setting of ,
flowers and candelabra in the I
sanctuary of the First Baptist
Church Miss Mary Lou Holland,
daughter of R. B. Holland of
Dexter and Mrs. June Huff of
Benton, was married to Charles
It. Holland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Holland of Murray.
Dr. H. C. Chiles performed
the impressive double ring
ceremony on Saturday, Febru-
ary 11, at three o'clock in the
afternoon.
The ceremony was read as
the couple stood in front of an
arch of white candles decorated
with munts and jade. Four
palm trees and spiraling can-
delabras were placed on either
side of the arch.
Thomas George, organist, and
Miss Sarah Strode, soloist, pre-
sented a program of nuptial
music. Several selections were
played by Mr George, and Miu
Strode sang "Ave Maria", "Be-
cause", and "The Lord's Pray-
er" following the closing pray-
er.
KENTUCKY 
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Christine Marie is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
West of 307 Broach Avenue for
their baby girl, weighing seven
pounds two ounces, born on
Friday, March 14, at the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents ere Mr. and
Mrs. Ed West, Sr., and Dr. and
Mrs. Charles Clark, Sr. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Vireo
Clark and Kr. and Mrs. Owen
West.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Potts,
1104 College Court, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Ali-
as Dean, weighing seven pounds
Oa ounces, born on Sunday,
March 16, at 11:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County lises
pitaL — —
The new father is a seder
at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs Thomas Potts and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Stephens, all of
Wytheville, Va.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Edward John.
son of Murray Route Five an-
nounce the birth of a daughter,
Karen Faye, weighing s 1 a
pounds 1334 ounces, born on
Monday, March 17, at 3:15 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway Coun-
ty Hospital.
They have one son, Gene
Paul, age four.
The grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Camon Baker of Murray
Rflute Five and Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Prescott of Murray Route
One. • • •
Mrs. Keys Wells Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Women
Mrs. Keys Wells opened her
home on North Thirteenth
, Street for the meeting of the
Miss Mary Lou Holland Becomes Bride Cumberland Presbyterian Wo-
of Charles R. Holland In Ceremony rove
men of the North Pleasant
G Church held on Thurs-
day, March 13, at one o'clock
in the afternoon.
"Growing Together In Christ"
was the topic of the program
presented with Mrs. Paul Cunn-
ingham as the leader. The pur-
pose of the program was to gain
a better understanding of a new
national movement of Christian
Women called Church Women
United.
The devotion from Matthew
18:20 was given by Cunningham
who was assisted in the program
presentation. by Mrs. Thomas
Jones,
Bride's Drees
The bride, escorted to the al-
tar by her stepfather, was love-
ly in a floor length gown of
imported Chantilly lace and
peau de soie. The fitted bodice
was styled with an overlay of
hand clipped lace that spiraled
the length of the gown to form
the redingote effect, scalloped
neckline, and long tapered
sleeves ending in calla lily
points. The back of the gown
was highlighted by a side sweep
of the skirt to form the chapel
length train that revealed tiers
of ruffles.
Her finger tip veil was at.
cached to a white tiara trimm-
ed in pearls. She also wore a
saver pendant necklace, a gift
of the groom.
She carried a bouquet of a
white orchid and baby carnal-
i300 placed on a white Bible.
Mrs. George Holland, matron
of honor, and Miss Phyllis
Chambers, bridesmaid, were at-
tired in matching floor length
g wns of deep puple bonded
crepe. Silver and white braid
accented the empire waistlines.
scall:ped necks and sleeves.
'Their headpieces were circu-
lar bands of braid matching
that of the dress attached to
th• bridal veils. They carried
bouquets of small purple mums
George Holland was the best
man for his brother. Chuck
Huff, half brother of the bride,
served as groomsman and ush-
er. Also serving si usher was
Ronnie Geurin, cousin of .the
groom.
Miss laDonna Barclay of May-
field kept the register.
Mrs. Huff chose to wear for
her daughters wedding a pale
green brocade dress with pale
green accessories Mrs. Holland,
the groom's mother, was attir-
ed in a blue lace dress with
navy accessories 'Both wore
corsages of white carnations.
Reception
Immediately following the
wedding a reception was held
in the basement of the church.
The traditional three tiered
wedding cake and punch were
served by relatives of the bride.
Rice bags were distributed by
Miss Marsha Huff, half sister
of the bride.
After the reception the cou-
ple left for a short wedding
trip and are now at home on
Olive Street, Murray.
• • 0
Plans Completed By
Miss Mitzi Cook
For Her Wedding
mi. Mitzi Claudette Cook,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Cook, has announced plans for
her wedding to Pfc. Terry Len
Lax, son of E. H. Lax and Mrs.
Katherine Lax of Murray.
The ceremony will be solem-
nised on Saturday, March 22,
at four-thirty o'clock in the af-
ternoon in the sanctuary of the
First United Methodist Church.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will
perform the double ring cere-
mony.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs. Rich-
ard Farrell, organist, and Mrs.
David Berry, soloist.
Miss Patsy Lax will be the
maid of honor for the bride-
elect. The bridesmaids will be
Miss Theresa Resig and Miss
Annell Weatherford. Miss Tina
Cook will be junior bridesmaid
and Miss Debbie Cook will be
the flower girl.
Serving as best man will be
Barry Bybee. Ushe,rs will be
Tony Rayburn, Gary Wilkins,
and Mickey Pierce. Phil Resig
will be the ring bearer.
Only out of town invitations
are being sent and all friends
and relatives are invited to at-
tend.
• • •
Now Mond
In Hawaii
KAUAI, Hawaii (UPI) — A
new 150-room resort hotel has
been opened on this outer is-
land of the state of Hawaii.
The two-story-high Sheraton-
Kauai overlooks Potpu beach
on the south shore of the Gar-
den Island. Kauai is about 30
minutes by plane from Hono-
lulu
410 
Mrs. Merritt Lawson gave
part of the Bible study book.
Delegates elected to attend
Presbytery at Vaughn's Chapel
on April 24 were Mrs. Johnny
Hine and Mrs. Keys Wells. Al-
ternates are :.:rs. Edward Glov-
er and Mrs. Margaret Nell
Boyd.
The president, Mrs. Boyd,
presided and opened the moot-
ing with prayer.
Delicious refreshments were
served by the hostess. Others
present, not previously ment-
ioned. were Mrs. Delia Graham,
Mrs. J. I). Robinson, and Mrs.
Harold Swift and daughter,
Donna.
The April 10th meeting at
one p.m. will be held at the
home of Mrs. Margaret Nell
Boyd.
• i •
;1164
By United Press international
Blackout. Blockout. They're
the features of new machine
washable, durable pressed
nsuiated draperies. The drapes
re designed to completely block
ut all light daylight.sunlight,
— electric light, moonlight. They
are constructed of an opaque
acrylic backing with
specially -treated lining
permanently laminated to the
face fabric. The lining makes
draperies fight-tight. practically,
ir-tight - for insulating
qualities. The draperies alui have
acoustical control qualities.
reducing outside noise and room
sound distortion. The
manufacturer says the drapes
have the same drapeability and
TOUR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER
tee 23 CItteel . . . thelud11111
porde. liappue, Gaffer"
Leaden, Aniehtedans, and MOM?
Otherel
Mteastameal Tour, aost..4 hy ure
Ray oresery, will d•pari Nom Tort
J•ly a sad return July it
For move bilarrnat km null Milt.
0001ory at 1118-7114 OT 1•11tp •••
Perks at Murray
1111/1111111111=1111111114
Permits planning to rues pict-
ures of brides, bridal maples.
parties events, Ma.. In the Lad-
en & Times are asked to use
black and white film If at all
possible.
The black and white photo-
ereptis are much bettor to use
for reproduction In the news-
paper, than the colored photo
graphs.
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Mrs. Frank Coles
Leader For Mason's
Chapel Program
"Voices of South Africa" was
the theme of the program giv-
en at the regular meeting of
the Women's Society of Christ-
ian Service of the Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Church
held on Wednesday evening,
March 11, at the church.
Mrs. Frank Coles was the
leader for the program and
her scripture reading was from
Amos 5:15. She was assisted in
a dialogue by Mrs. Brent New-
Port, Mrs Reuben Cluisman,
Mrs. Sharies Jackson, Mrs. Ku-
gel Underwood, Mrs. Douglas
,end Mrs Curtis
The purpose of the program
was to express some of the
main concerns of an Africsn
miner and the people whom
lives touch his, and to suggest
bow the church through Atri.
can ministers, missionaries, and
other South African Christians
minister to the miners.
Mrs. Reuben Chrisman gave
an interesting article, "In Step
With Change" taken from the
magazine, "Response", concern-
ing training centers for African
women. Mrs. Eupal Underwood
gave a report from the "World
Outlook" on political and edu-
cational problems in South
Africa.
Mrs. Brent Newport held a
brief business session and plans
were made to attend the dis-
trict conference at Paris. It
was announced the annual con-
ference will be at Union City
April 10-12.
The closing prayer was led
by Mrs. Frank Coles, and re-
freshments were served by the
hostess, Mrs. Curtis Craig.
• • •
Mrs. Warner Guest
Speaker At Murray
High FHA Meeting
Mrs. Delores Warner wag the
guest speaker at the March
meeting of the Murray High
School chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held at
the high school auditorium.
The guest presented a pro-
gram demonstrating exercises
to promote good health and
physical fitness. This illustrated
one of the national FHA pro-
jects, "Good Health — A 'Val-
uable Asset.
Miss Kathy Lockhart intro-
duced Mrs. Warner and pre-
sented her with a gift of ap-
preciation for her interesting
and informative talk.
The president, Miss Debbie
Jones, presided and led the
group in the ritual. Nancy Ma-
this gave the devotion on the
love chapter of the Bible. Su-
zanne Hale read the minutes
and gave the treasurer's report.
Miss Jones remined the mem-
bers of the Style Show on April
3 and the Mother-Daughter
Banquet on April 27.
The group was led in a re-
Torrid Tell
BOSTON (UPI (—Fires take
33 lives and destroy 1,527
homes in the United States ev-
ery day, says the National Fire
Protection Association. They
also destroy daily 20 schools.
9 churches, 130 stores, 123 in-
dustrial plants, and 12 hospi-
tals and nursing homes.
Long Shore
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI)—
San Diego boasts 70 miles of
seashore recreation along its
beaches, coves and waterways,
including the 4,600-acre Mis-
sion Bay Park
For Slot-Car Fans
MADRID (UPI) — Madrid
has one of the world's longest
tracks for miniature slot-car
racers. It is 230 feet long and
speeds of lin to 60 miles per
hour have fitlen recorded on it.
Mrs. Milford Orr
Hostess For South
Pleasant Meeting
The home of Mrs. Milford Orr
was the scene of the March
meeting of the South Pleasant
3rove Homemakers Club with
:he president, Mrs. Orr, presid-,
.ng.
"Attractive and Convenient
Closets" was the subject of the
lesson presented by Mrs. Har-
old Smotherman and Mrs. Clif-
ton E. Jones.
Mrs. Smotherman gave the
devotion reading from Psalms
121:1 and the thought for the
day, "Let us learn to live one
day at a time".
The secretary, Mrs. Dan Bit.
lington read the minutes and
called the roll with each mem-
ber answering with "What I
Plan To Plant in My Yard This
Spring".
Mrs. Autry McReynolds gave
the landscape notes and re-
freshments were served by Mrs.
Orr. Also present were two
other member* Mrs. Dennis
Boyd and Mrs. Robbie McCuis-
ton. Two visitors were Mrs. Ot-
to Townsend and Mrs. Nina
Craig.
The next meeting will be held
on April 14 at one p.m. at the
home of Mrs. McCuiston.
• • •
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Prom International
Borneo is the third largest is-
land in the world covering a-
bout 290,000 square miles.
eleganckas other lined draperies.
1Burlington Industries Inc..
1430 Broadway, New York. N.
V
KIDNrf DANGER SIGNALS
:arida, up isigidai.a.bar:iagi frojadot
sr scanty Ilea, sr liacd Nam.
azzeizans of iliac kidney die-- 'Mead* Muted." Qr. •
✓oads lidt with SUKET3 (tali* wily
3 tad" • day ha. 4 days).
ii••••ga, ease ashes as/ palm, or
your 4/11. Walt NOW AT
HOLLAND MOO
N. Side Shopping Center
Cberinut
Street
laser by Jennie Barker, rec.ren,
lion leader. The meeting WS&
closed with the regular ritual.
Mrs. Alvis Jones was the chap-
ter mother present.
Make your
lawn sparkle
this year
Simply spread a bag of
TURF BUILDER on your
lawn and enjoy the dif-
,fttrence it will make.
Turf Builder is the ferti-
lizer that helps grass
multiply itself. It feeds
slowly and steadily,
avoiding the wasteful
surge growth that
makes for extra mow-
ing. Keeps grass greener
longer too.
EarlyBird Sale
Save $2
15,000 sq ft bag
reg J.3-45 11.95
Save SI on 10,000
sq ft bag reg9,9511.115
Also save 504 on 5,000
sq ft bag reit 3,45 4.95
authorized
410
dealer,
STAINS' HOW.
12th Ss Poplar Ste.
Open nru 8:00
SID 753-5434
so TRY OUR VARIETY OF DELICIOUS DOUGH-
NUTS — Now made with Pure Grade Dough-
nut Mix for Finest Texture, Longer Freshness
and Delicious Taste.
no Danish Rolls, Brownies, Fruit Squares, Cream
Puffs, Turnovers, Eclairs, Cookies, Cup Cakes.
so Pies, Cakes.
le° Specialty Cakes — An unusual cake for that
Special Occasion.
eo Featuring: Old Fashion Stick Candy, Home
Made Bread Rolls. -
soff Delivery Service.
SANDERS GARDEN
CENTER Highway 1 2 1
ROSE Bushes MO
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR GARDENING NEEDS
Grass Seeds - Fertilizer - Spray Materials
Fruit Trees - Berry Vines - Evergreens
Azaleas - Shade Trees - Flowering Shrubs
Charles Morris - Manager
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Jennie Barker, recrea-
ler. The meeting wall
ith the regular ritual.
Is Jones was the chap-
ler present.
lake your
vn sparkle
:his year
ly spread a bag of
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and enjoy the dif-
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THE
. . . U. S. EXCLUD6D--During a one-day Warsaw Pact summit meeting in Budapest, Hun-
gary, President Ludvik Svoboda (second from right) ,ft Czechoslovakia signs an appeal
calling for an all-European peace conference excluding the United States. Other Czechs
Defense Minister Martin Dzur (left), Alexander Dubcek (second from left) and Oldrich
Cernik (right) look on. Cablephoto )
s
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Junior Colleges are America's
educational phenomena of the
save
'33
on 36-in. high
CHAIN LINK
FENCING
OUTFIT
to enclose a
SO X 100 P00?LAWN
Hefty ;
2-in. rn•sh
witight
,
-••• As
Low
As
564
Per Ft
Chain link outfits include
line posts, post cape. top
rail and chain link fabric.
Gates and terminal posts
extra. 12 Outfits reduced.
Mrs. Dorton. Ford
c.f.i., Sales II•prassinesstivis
Let me give you alt the
details and prices on the
largest selection of fenc-
ing in town...all at Sears
extra low catalog price.
Plan 153-2310
for an appointment
at your convenience
NO MONEY DOWN
let payment due
JUNE 1. 1989
Sears
CATALOG SAM OFRC
SOUTNSIDE MANOR
SHOPPMG CENTER
MURRAY, KY.
1960s.
For the past eight years, the
two-year junior colleges, some-
times called community colle-
ges, have been coming into being
at the rate of nearly one a week,
Sixty new ones opened last fall;
bringing the nation's total to 960.
About two million students will
be enrolled in two-year colleges
by the end of 1969-with the annual
growth rate of 15 per cent likely
to Increase in the years ahead.
a.
American Concept
The junior college, a uniquely
American concept that began in
this century and came into full
flower only in this decade, has
become so significant to the na-
tion's higher education picture
that a full one-third of those
going beyond high school are
taking the junior college route.
Every slate has at least one
community college and some,
notably California and Florida,
are building them within comm-
uting distances of virtually every
citizen.
Explaining thephenomenalpro-
liferation of the junior college,
Dr. Edmund J. Gleaser Jr., ex-
ecutive secretary of the Ameri-
can Association of Junior Coll-
eges, said:
"Its low cost to students,prox-
imity to those it was designed to
serve, flexible admission arran-
gements, strong counseling ser-
vices and varied educational pro-
gram seemed to suit the needs
and the times."
Offers Opportwuty
Basically, the junior college
offers educational opportunity
on three tracks:
-The degree-seeker: This pro-
gram is designed for students
who intend to finish four years
of college. They can complete
the freshman and sophomore yea-
es near their homes at relatively
low cost, then transfer to a four-
year, degree - granting college
or university for the final two
years.
-The semiprofessional: These
programs offer technical train-
ing or occupational-oriented co-
urses for those who seek ed-
ucation beyond the high school
but do not contemplate complet-
ion of conventional college de-
gree programs.
-Adult education: Evening pro-
grams enroll as many as twice
the number in day program's,
most of them working men aed
women who are upgrading them-
selves for better pursuing jobs,
pursuing degrees or just expand.
ing their educational horizons,
ersonal Safety Alarm
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) — A
personal safety alarm is being
sold at cost on the University of
PennsyNania campus as part of a
community safety program.
The device, which sells for 60
cents, is the size of a cigarette
pack and can be carried in a
'pocket, purse, of the palm of th
hand. Its loud, shrill alarm ir
activated by pulling a pin. Ever
if the device is dropped oi
thrown to the sidewalk, it wil
continue to sound an alarm unti
the pin is reinserted.
The alarm can also be in
stalled on doors or windows.
* * •
Bob Harker
To M.C. --
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Bob
Barker' of "I'ruth or Conse-
quences" will be master of cere-
monies for "The Miss U.S.A.
Reality Pageant" and "The Miss
niverse Beauty flagrant" withia
new three.% ear lanitraet.
"TOURIST" PHOTOS Just like any other tourists, the Apollo
9 astronauts brought back photos of their trip. Top is a
cic»ieup of the "spider lunar module soaring SOW 100
miles above the cloud-flecked Atlantic' Ocean shortly after
it left the comment, module (lower, from the "spider")
Back Again
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Irene
Hervey_ returns to the screen
after a long absence to play a
featured role in "Cactus Flower"
which co-stars Walter Matthau
and Ingrid Bergman.
New Career*
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —David
Dortort, producer of video's
"Bonauza' and "High Chaparral,'
launches his movie making career
with a horse opera, "Tough Trip
Through Paradise."
Complete "Guaranteed" Polled Hereford Dispersal Sale
Saturday, March 29, 1969
12:1N) NO011, S1
Cottage Grove, Tennessee
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A Stainless Steel Knife
Income Tax
Questions and
Answers
This column of questions and
answers on federal tax matters
Is provided by Me local office
of the U. S. Internal Revenue
Service and is publishodasapub-
lic service to taxpayers, The col-
umn answers questions most fr-
equently asked by taxpayers.
Q - Taxes were taken out of
my pay on the summer job I
had last year. How do I get
this money back?
A - You must file a tax re-
turn to obtain any refund that
may be due. Tax forms and in-
structions are available at local
IRS offices as well as many
banks and post offices.
Q - I've read where a lot of
people are making mistakes on
their tax returns because of the
stircharge. What are they doing
wrong?
A - Taxpayers are either for-
getting to add the surcharge or
they are figuring it wrong. Mis-
takes like these delay processing
as well as any refund that may
be due.
To avoid these mistakes check
your instructions which explain
how the surcharge should be han-
dled.
Q - Can I deduct the federal tax
I pay on my phone bill?
• - No, this is an excise tax
and excise taxes are not deduct-
ible.
Q - My brother has just been
sent to Vietnam by the Army.
Does he have to file a tax re-
turn?
A - Military personnel in Viet-
nam do not have to file tax re-
turns while stationed there. Your
brother may wait to file his 1968
tax return until 180 days after he
leaves Vietnam.
Q - Where can I buy a copy of
"Your Federal Income Tax?"
A - Most local offices of IRS
have copies ef this guide, Public-
ation 17, or you can write theSup-
erintendent of Documents, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Wa-
shington, D. C. 20402. It costs 60
cents.
Q - How long should it take
between the time I send in my
return and my check comes?
A - If the return is accurate
and complete, it takes five to
six weeks to receive an income
tax refund. To avoid delays, read
the instructions that accompany
the tax forms carefully.
If you are expecting a refund,
file your return now for prompt
action. Our offices are flooded
with returns in April and refund
claims filed then take longer to
process.
Q - I can't find my W-2. Is
there any way I can get another
one?
A - Let your employer know
what has happened and ask for
another copy of your withholding
statement,
Q - Is a tax refund income
that has to be reported?
A - Federal tax refunds do not
have to be reported.
A state tax refund has to be
reported as miscellaneous inco-
me if the taxpayer deducted the
Mx in a prior year.
Q - I don't provide over half
of my grandfather's support but
when you add what I contribute
to my brother's contributions,
it does amount to over half. Can
either of us claim a dependency
exemption for this?
A - If each of you contributed
over 10 percent of your grand-
father's support and the com-
bined total adds up to over half
of this total support then either
of you may claim him as a de-
pendent. A special declaration
must be completed by the one
not claiming the exemption and
sent in with the return of the one
who claims the exemption. Use
Form 2120, Multiple Support De-
claration.
Q - I paid off my home mort-
gage early and was Acharged a
pre-payment penaltN,As that de-
ductible?
A - Yes, it Is deductible as
Interest if you itemize.
A - Under what conditions can
a person 65 or over sell a house
and not have to pay any tax on
the profits.
A - There will be no tax to pay
If:
1. You were 65 or older before
the date of the sale.
2. The adjusted sales price
was $20,000 or less.
3. You owned and occupied the
house as your principal resid-
ence for at least five of the
eight years preceding the sale.
If the adjusted sales price was
over $20,000 and the other con-
ditions are met, then only a por-
ton of the profit will be taxable.
Details on this and other benefits
are contained in the booklet,
"Tax Benefits for Older Amer-
icans," Publication 559. For a
free copy, drop a post card to
your IRS district director.
If the earth were perfectly
smooth and round, the oceans
would cover it to a depth of
12,000 feet.
* *
One out of every five
Americans changes his residence
each year.
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DRAMA IN THE SKY—With four of Its eight engines inoperative, a SAC B-52 bomber flies
(inset) over Lake Huron near Wurtsmith Air Force Base, Mich., consuming fuel before
attempting a landing. After making the emergency landing, a wing section of the plane
is sprayed with foam. The crew of seven escaped injury.
Curing Sick Bulldozer
ELMIRA, N.Y. (UPI) -- Now
there's a remedy for the indus-
trial version of chattering teeth
a common ailment known to
afflict bulldozers, tractor rigs
and other heavy duty equipment.
The trouble flares during start.
up of the powerful diesel engines
that drive the mechanical behe-
moths. If the gear and flywheel
fail to mesh properly, the chatter
ing begins--a telltale sign of fric-
tion hard at work.
. The new cure, developed in
the Bendix laboratories, is a start
er drive that properly aligns gear
and flywheel. After the engin(
fires, an automatic separator dis
engages the two mechanisms.
Expansion
NEW YORK (UPI) — The vo-
lume of commercial offset print-
ing increased to an estimated $3
billion in 1968, according to
Gregory Halpern, president of
Polychrome Corporation, Yon-
kers, N.Y., producer of graphic
arts supplies. He said the offset
method had expanded rapidly
over the past decade and had
surpassed the volume of letter-
press printing in the commercial
printing industry. "Based on the
technological advances which are
being made in the offset field,
continued growth is anticipated
for the years ahead," Halpern
said.
*eluding .
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Flqat With
Panic Says
Physician
By PATRICIA MeCOR1lACK
NEW YORK UP!. This day
your heart flutters, limbered,
legs wobble. A tight band seems
to circle your cranium.
It you've jest come off a
court, toderstaatiable.
But, strange thing. You're
sitting there thinking about
come taxes, a leaky roof,
skid in loolor's grade,
- Mips:rivers and other ami
ries.
Plainly, there's a sbort-cir
In your memos system.
At each a time, We perfecti
natural to panic, accede(
Dr. Claire Weems, a Sydbay.
Australia, physical' and ether
of "Hope and SW' for Your
Nerves" Hawthorn.
"Pelops the most
thing you can do is to try
"get hold of yourself," she
is an interview. SM addens her
tiltto accepisadisymplemss!" with Ihe pule.
Its a "this, too, will peas"
attitude.
She uses this proverb to file-
pirate her point:
"Trouble is a tenni through
vlitcli we piss and mot a brick
wall against which we ant bre-
ak our head."
Nervous Breadline
Dr. Wakes maintains that
many people are tricked into a
nervous breabibeen.
"A condemns state of ear,
whatever be came, radially
seethes the adreale-releas-
big nerve to produce a set
pattern of diattutibi easeatio-
. os," she said.
''These are well loses le (be.
tors bet Po little Mew is people
generally that when
laced, 
first ewer-
they may Weide mid
dupe their victims hie Memo*
afraid of them."
Asked is pieced Sebatr
of a Drees breakdows, die
answered
"I weld 'sty that It is at
moment when the sufferer be-
come atraid of the alarm*
strange sensatioos prodeced by
coatinuous fear and anew and
so places himself, or herself,
In the circle of horodrenalia-
Cycle Of Fear
is rompers le grew* fear,
Ile see, bore aid more *drum-
* is rekseed asse wpm react
• evee bore biome lematt.
Ia., Far beide es leer. TM
eyde eaelbees besellirer
beeemes Ind eadoell.
In bee practice, the cebbitles
Weeks is be Rachel Fenger
Hospital in Sydoeybi.s bleellibil
women so paralysed by Jar that
they stay in the house to avoid
nerve apeils.
SU called this syndrome ag-
oraphobia-tear of the marketpla-
ce.
She estimated 300,000 Ameri-
cans housewives may lave agora-
phobia.
Certain not to be on that list:
Tbe suburban mother who spends
lots of time behind the wheel,
Dr. Wanes agreed, these
Moms prebabl v have nothing mo-
re distreseng than fear of traffic
Jung OK cause them to lose
doe.
Tolima is lapse
T06.10 (1'1'1) -use %odd
Trade Glitter un
Are ronnartn-inon in Ti,L, O. V. ill
hr the trIlest !mailing in japan
%Iwo runuphiril • • Ill ,.lgarjr,
Cat Lover Raps
Ailurophobes
ST. LOMB (UPI) —Cats
are among the mast misun-
derstood and maligned of
all creatures, eiseeeding to
ShirleyUsUsr.illiteetor of
the SS lends Animal Pro-
tective Association.
-Though we are a ions
way from the WWI, Mee,
there still are many ailuro-
Pbottes scat haters)." Miss
Seiler says. . . "There are
few creatures as fascinating
as felines. with their grace.
beautiful spirit of independ-
ence. Intelligence and mys-
tic qualities-
Kiss Seiler says that while
there are 28 million cats in
the United States, -infinite-
ly more is known about
does*
Hybrid Is
Formed By
TV And Films
by vsama(icarr
UPI Hoilywood Correepoocket
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Kailas
pictures and television haventat-
ed to form a hybrid whick is
eicstion-picteres-for-television.
ft is betwixt and between.
The evaddilng IS neither a
movie nor a television show by
strict definition. Pioneering the
intertereeeng has beenUstersal
Studios and NBC-TV. They embed
their baby "World Premiere."
Sams /*pose
Now CAM *aeon sad networ-
ks are elide( tar the same
. The absorb accrue
two boors in lea-
glk. The studios And seselkiag
to pet es belt Mises lad is
release abroad as movies.
The public is usually stabbed
In the back.
This two-hour format still is
In its Whaley, however, and oes
day doubtless will replace the
low-bedgelatale, nettle:tag lb-
eaters to be aper-ookesala
or the pearl* little art
Ulm 'kids give be FCC be
St. Vito dame.
A. ferersalisig veld ei ala
thwarts( be Dm eitarlabisad
baby Is that of the actor's., is
this case, Lloyd Bridges eta
stars with Marley Jose in "Wo-
rld Premiere, Silent Night, Low
My Mild."
ilaakeridges, "The key wend
is daseribleg work in a two-beir
Weisel mode is irvistroibli.
11 a praperty is goed eft to
be a eerie lbe televisies,
it Amid be a movie-period,"
Prefers Others
A eisen of three video seri-
eisdISsa Heat," "The Lloyd Brit!.
gas Sow" and "The Leiner"-
Bridges prefers cootie pictures
and the stage to television, prin-
cipally because of the rehearsal
time provided.
"Time is everything to an
actor," he said. "Time to re-
hearse Wore shooting begin"
and time to work out a scene
before you do it.
"That's the big difference bet-
ween these television movies and
the ones they release to theaters.
-Well compete this particular
world protean in 20 or 22 deys.
"Eve a In budget movie goes
SO days."
Lord liri
114 )1.01441On IN -
‘ormen jewipun nilluirnw as
director of "The ( :onfrnaiono of
Nat 'I orners• slur to a ton(lict
bill, lii, elites tion of "I' silsOrr on
the R.w)I••
TRZ 1.111361111 lb TIME — MURRAY
JOHNNY CASH, Folsom Prison
MARTY ROBBINS, Marty':
Gisetest Hits; TOMMY WYNE7TE
D-i-v-o-r-cit; EDDIE ARNOLD, M)
World; HERB ALBERT, The Lonely
Bull; ANDY WILLIAMS, Honey;
LORETTA LYNN, Greeted Hits;
. RUSTY WARREN, Songs tor
Finners; THE MONKEES, Instant
Replay; THE VENTURES, The
Horse; and many, many more!
11 Nifics,
WE'RE HAVING A BIG
celebrate at our
Vret
Special Purchase — The world's most famous manufacturers cf fish-
ing reels — Garcia, Zebca, Heddon, South Bend and Martin.
Six Pack
Candy Bars
Poyday,
Milkshake,
Big T ime
Butternut
Our Regular-2.66
HI CAPACITY
OIL FILTERS
KFI - KF7
Pits all Ford and Chrysler
events 57 thru 69.
KF 141 Our Regular 1.07
OIL FILTERS
FITS ALL CHEVROLETS
57 thru '67
A Versatile 40-pc. Kit containing 
the
most useful accessories. One fitted
metal case, 1 10' extension cord, 13-bits,
1 lamb's wool bonnet, 12 sanding 
discs,
1 grinding wheel, 1 drill stand, 1 
buffing
wheel, 1 rubber base plats, 1 6-pc. set
of fittin s.
Mon-Sot
9 - 9
Sw,cklys.
1 - 6
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*Backstairs At The
White House
By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
WASKLNGTON UPI-Backstaira
at the White House:
The recent burglary of the
laRra babionable Watergate East
ogertment of Rose Mary Woods,
personal eecretary to President
Nixon, brOught to light ands:tiler-
Hoeg a haehating aspect of
Cit* Se capital.
Wads las In Eur-
a
ope be Presidia recently,
an apparently alRalialleed bur-
glar who reads the nesemsepers
broke into her apartment and
made off with jewelry and other
Owsooal effects valued at over
37,000.
More than Miss Woods' pres-
*bus job made this a news,
story. Probably more interesting
wag that she lives in a building
where Cabinet officers, eminent
members of Congress and a host
of prominent figures in and out
of government also make their
residences.
•
Bad News
•
Theoretically Watergate sho-
uld be bad news for burglars,
with a tight internal security
system including closed circuit
television and armedprivate sec-
urity patrolmen , plus a physical
location where a thief would have
a difficult time hiding if he were
Obeying chased by private security
men or police.
A Washington veteran of some
20 years experience in the pri-
vate security field, a knowledge.
able and knowing man who must
remain unidentified here for ob-
vious reasons, discussed the
Woods case, posh and theoreti-
cally protected buildings such
as Watergate and thievery as
lelt applies to prominent Washing-
toolans generally. Here are ex-
cerpts from his conversatloar
"That burglary the case of
Miss Woods was no surprise to
most of us in this btsiness. The-
re have been other cases of a
similar nature in the same build-
int, A lot of stuff like this never
makes the newspapers. I imagine
,,,tbere's just too much of it to be
Wpablisheci.
"You have to start with a
Tax Lanolin a Timaa — MURRAY. :r..INTUCKY
Nunn WIN Be Speaker March 30th.
Kentucky Gov. Louie & Nunn honorary and actulastie onion-
MB be the featured speaker MMus on the camps.
for the Parents Honor Dey Some 1,500 to 2,000 studechi,
Program et Murray State Uni-
vanity Sunday, March 90.
Pererda of all Murray Stan
itudents have been invited by
Preddent Harm M. Sports to
Sett the campus and to attend
the program recognizing stu-
dent achievement and sobenar-
ship. Among other highlights
of the day will be a president's
reception and guided tours of
the campus,'
lb begin at 2 p. m. in the
university auditorium, the a-
wards program will honor a-
bout 200 Individual students
with centifkates, cut awards,
grants and oitztinne provided
by the waivers ty and various
pimple fact. Conditions being
what they are in Washington and,
I suppose, in other large cities,
Persons who keep anything of
great value-jewelry, furs, cash-
in an apartment, a hotel or, for
that matter, in any home are
asking for trouble-partieniarly
If they are fairly well-known
and if they have servants.
Maids Gossip
"People have domestic help
around the place for years and
really never know anything about
them. Yet, maids gossip like
the devil-You ought to see the
diamonds my lady has' - that
sort of thing. Also, there are
domestics who actually traffic
In this information.
'Ari amateur or sempiro prob-
ably would not dream of tackling
a place like Watergate. SS a
building of that sort poses no
Insurmountable problem for a
moderately good professional.
"And they had a sex case not
long ago in one of Washington's
best suburbs. Woman was gett-
ing some filthy propositionsOver
the phone. With her cooperation,
the police set up a trap for the
guy. And you know who he turned
out to be? Her bank teller. A sex
nut who specialized in rich wo-
man apparently on the theory
that their husbands were too busy
making money to show them much
attention. Crazy world."
Owe. Leyte R. Rum
faculty members, parer. .s and
friends are expected ta attend
the prgram. Th:mu 0. Mor-
gan, director of the division of
radio-TV, will serve as master
of ceremonies.
Among those to be resogniz-
ed are the oue.standing senior
girls and boy, who will be am-
Maimed Keenackdi Colons/ by
Governor Nunn, 36 atudents to
be mood to "Who's Who in
Amnion Chases and Univer-
sities." and WO stn&enta lobo
skA receive certificates for MIA
selielmeic avenalle-
will be pro-
vided by the elIvoice Singing
Cadets ROTC their under doe
diredisaof Rcbert Harr, as-
seehge prodemor of musk. Stu-
dents who hive been oommis-
Atoned Kestaidcy Colonels will
mem as ahem.
ma reception to be hooted
by Dr. Sparks will begin about
330 p. m. and will include a
oxilinnotas drawing of a color
*de preeentiation fez-turing the
See academic sch: As with em-
PM. IS subject matter de-
el the university.
Governor Nunn and Mrs.
Nunn will be greeted at Kyle
Philippine Rice Exports
NI1N11„> (I PI) The Philip-
pine-- earned 25.9 million in its
first ) car as a rice-exporting na-
timi in 1968.
%omen Power
NEW YORK (UPI) - Atten-
dance at a recent professional
course- in retail store manage-
ment confirms the expanding
role of women as business exe-
cutives. In the 1969 Bulova-
New York University program
in jewelry store management
and merchandising, almost 20
per cent of the enrollees were
members of the fair sex. Each
achieved top grades in the in-
tensive two-week study course
that has been sponsored annual')
since 1949 by the Joseph Bulova
School of V, atchmaking, and
N.Y.U.'s Institute of Retail Ma-
nagement. 'Most of The more
than 600 graduates of previous
rears have been men.
Insured Success
BLOOMINGTON, HI. (UPI) -
A million dollars is the smallest
amount one insurance company
will write under a special per-
sonal liability policy known as
'''The Success Protector."
The new policy was developed
by State Farm Fire and Casualty
Company primarily for business-
men who may find themselves
the targets of large-scale liability
suits. Because the policy provides
extra personal liability insurance
over and above an individual's
basic liability protection, pre-
mium rates are relatively low
for the amount of coverage offer-
ed. The maximum amount State
Farm will write under "The Sue-
cam Protestor" plan is 25 mills
Electronic Sales
NEW YORK (UPI) - Sales
of the electronics industry may
reach 225 billion in 1969, accord
ing to Herbert H; Adise, presi-
dent of Computer Instruments
Corporation of Hempstead; N.Y.
Adler said greater demands are
being placed on the technical
capabilities of companies in the
industry as a result of-rapid tech-
nological advances and the grow-
ing sophistication of today's elec-
tronic equipment and systems.
Meld in Murray by an honor
mord from the ROTC Ringer
Company at Murray State, a
hand from the Second Battalion
of the ROTC, and a 19-gun sa-
lute from the mai crew of head-
quarters company of the Sec-
ond Bettabon. Cadet Col. Ro-
bert Ogle will be the Troop
Commander.
The Governor and his wife
will be escorted to the campus
by President Sparks, Max &s-
mell of Murray, welds* of the
student government. mid Char-
les L. Eldridge, illeigeor of
achool relations.
1C01.011 TV SPECIALS
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SHOP & COMPARE
Curtis-Mathis Offers SuchQuality & Price
* SAVE UP TO $200.00 *
"f.
Thrue Nose IP
Delessesial .
Power Treaseenner
Year Meter* Tube
Warm",
Brihersleiment 
Sq. Inch Pknere Tube
{,11
Lt 
$55995
With a•
qualified
trade
MANY MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
b's WE CAN MATCH  ANY QUALITY
WE'CAN TOP AIWPRICE-
0' WE CAN TOP ALL WARRANTIES
ONLY CURTIS-MATHES OFFERS
THE 81R. PRO-RATED PIERRE UBE WARRANTY
Full Years PLUS 6 Years Pro-Rated
TV REPAIR ON ALL BRANDS . . . FAST,
EXPERT SERVICE ON COLOR AND
BLACK & WHITE
All Work FURY Guaranteed —
BUY YOUR TOWERS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
TS. SERVICE CENTER I
"We Truly Appreciate Your Business"
312 N. 4th 753-5865 
Letters Wanted
CINCINNATI (UPI) - Keep
those letters coming, folks.
One company. Procter& Gam-
ble, welcomes' them. P&G re-
ports "someone writes to us on
the average of every five minutes
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
That adds up to 100,000 let-
ters, but the company uses the
mail as a -guide-to--improving
existing products and develop-
ing new ones. So important is
consumer comment that P&G
annually seeks out the opinions
of more than a 1/2 million people
through home visits, mail ques-
tionnaires and telephone inter-
views.
mehsrd W Farrell
Farrell Is Chainnan
Of Festival
Richard W. Farrell, chairman
of the fine arts department at
Murray State Univenety, is the
chairman for the regional mu-
ale festival at Paducah Tilgh-
man High School March 21-22.
Events included in the festi-
val will be bands, orchestras,
vocal solos and ensembles. All
entries will perform before jud-
ges for a rating and bands and
orchestras will be classified by
the grade of difficulty of the
music performed.
Between 1,000 and 3,000 high
school musicians are expected
to participate in the two-day
session, scheduled to begin at
3:30 p. m. Friday and continue
through the day on Saturday.
Two other Murray State Uni-
versity faculty members will be
involved u judges in the com-
petition. Robert Bur, associate
professor of music, will judge
the vocal events, and Dr. Wayne
U. Sheley, also an associate
professor of music, will serve
as judges of the sight reading
events.
Vocal solos and ensembles
will perform in the visual aids
room, and bands and orchestras
will play in the auditorium.
Farrell, who will be assisted by
Floyd Burt, music supervisor in
Paducah, and his staff, said the
public is invited and urged to
attend any or all of the ses-
tient
The festival is part of a pro-
gram carried on by the First
District of the 'Kentucky ld
Educators Association. Roge
Reichmuth, band director a
Tiighnuoi, is chairman of the
district association.
Bands scheduled to perfo
Friday afternoon and evening
include: Lyon County High
School, Murray Junior and Sen-
ior High, Trigg County Junior
and Senior High, Mayfield Jun
ior High, Reidlaed Junior High,
Jetton and Braselton Junio
Highs of Paducah, and the Pa
ducah regarnan orchestra.
Rands performing on Satur
day, beginning at 9 a. es., will
be from these high schools.
South Marshall, Benton, Call
way County, Fort Campbell
Fulton City, Heath, Livingsto
Central, North Marshall, Lo
Oak, Reidland, Trigg County.
Mayfield, and Paducah Tiigh
nias -
Vocal soles and ensembi
will be front the following hig
schools: Lone Oak, Paducah
Tilgiunan, North Marshall, May
field, Murray, Union County,
Calloway Camay, Reidiand, Lie
ingstoe Central and Ballard Me-
morial.
Nick Koenigstein, band di-
rector at Southern Illinois Uni-
versity at Carbondale, Dr. Wil-
liam Tarwater of the music fac-
ulty at SIU at Edwardsville,
and T. A. Siwicki, music super-
visor of schools in 'Paris, Ky.,
will serve as band and orches-
tra judges.
Veterans Questions
and Answers
Q - As a Viet-Nam veteran;
may I obtain a G. I. loan to
urchase a business?
A . Under the current Post.
Korean G. I. Bill, which covers
Viet-Nam era veterans such as
you, the Veterans Administration
may guaranty only home and
farm loans. Business loans were
not included in the present G. I.
Bill.
However, the Small Business
Administration does make loans
to veterans. You should contact
the nearest SBA office for in-
formation concerning such loans.
Q - I was retired on disability
from the Armed Forces. Are
my wife and children eligible for
medical care at VA facilities
as my dependents?
A - No. Only you are entitled
to Veterans Administration hos-
pital or medical care.
However, your dependents as
will as you are eligible for
medical care at U. S. military
Installations, or under the pro-
visions of Military Medicare
Program
Check with the military ser-
vice from which you are receiv-
ing disability retirement for fur-
ther information concerning the
medical care entitlement of your
dependents.
smut EMT Wan
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Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINS
MIIMORIAL5
Puler Whits • Momper
Ill Maple St. 753-2512
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Golden
Passbook
Account
PE OPLE SiBANIC
111 1 311ItAi?45 K. 
MEMBER F
Start with $500 or more
Add deposits
of $50 and up
Tine deposit - Keep in
bank 90 days or more
5 dak conpunded
interest
Interest payable quarter
Effective annual rate
of 5.13Z
,
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SENSING THENEWS
By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VKE PelifilDeNT
Southern States Industrial Council
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It's in South Dakota
Geographic Center of the United States
Sy JONATHAN EDWARDS
Central Press Assoc-satiate
Corresposseless t
MEADICS RANCH, Kan. —
The weeds grow thick around
the small concrete marker Mt
In the ground in the open grass-
land country in the Kansan
heartland. A wandering cow
may munch around it and the
rare farmer who passes by may
give it only a cursory glance.
Yet the concrete marker and
the brass plate imbedded in It
are unique, for they represent
the "Geodetic Center of North
America." They mark the be-
ginning reference point for all
property lines throughout the
U.S., /denied and Canada and
for all city, county, state and
international boundaries.
The triangulation station, as
t is technically known, is situ-
ated at Meade& Ranch, in Os-
borne County, 12 miles north of
Lucas. Kan. It was established
in 1891 by -the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey.
CONFUSION sometime,
arises over the significance of
the Meades Ranch station, some
mistaking it for the geographic
ccnter of the United States or
North America. It is neither.
The geodetic center is not anal-
gous to a geographic center.
It is the point from which all
geodetic computations are made
for latitude and longitude on
North America.
If Meades Ranch is not the
geographic center of the United
States or North America. then
what is?
Actually, there is no way to
determine the exact center of
either. But as best as can be
determined, the Coast and Geo-
detic Survey has placed the
geographic tenter of the U.S.
at a point 17 miles west of Cas-
tle Rock, Butte County, S.D. or
latitude 44' 58 North, longi-
tude 103° 48' Whet. within a
10-mile radius in any direction.
• • •
THE SITE is In a desolate
area (Castle Rock has a popu-
lation of 101, but a marker in a
roadside park proudly proclaims
"Center of the United States."
Prior to the admission of
Alaska and Hawaii to the Un-
This marker marks Me middle ef the United Stoles,
ion, the geographic center of,
the 48 conterminous states was
determined in 1918 by the Coast
and Geodetic Survey to be near
Lebanon, Kan., at latitude 39°
50' North, longitude 98° 35'
West.
When Alaska was admitted
to the Union, the geographic
center of the 49 states shifted
about 439 miles northwest to
a point at about 11 miles west
of Castle Rock, at approximate-
ly 44' 59' North. longitude
103° 38' West.
Later, when Hawaii became!
the 50th state, the geographicall
center of the nation was deter-
mined as being on the great '
circle connecting the geogra nide
THURSDAY — MARCH 20, 1069
HIGH JAMS- Fireman hoses down gasoline following freak three-car 
collision in San
Francisco. Eight persons were injured in the pileup which began when car No. 1 collided
with car No. 2, the latter making a left turn at the time. Impact shoved vehicle No. 2
Into auto No. 3, rolling it over against a street light pole. Car No. 1 then slammed car
No. 2 a second time, wedged it against car No. 3 and raised it off the street. •
Southern forests supply an
estimated 60 per cent of the
nation's pultivrt
Crop damage from nematodes
cost Alabama farmers an estimat-
ed $36.4 million in 1968.
C
Three persons out of 10 have
no teeth at age 35, says the U.S.
Public Health Service-.
Vermont has had three differ-
ent State Houses in its history.
* *
Connecticut's ranking general
in the Revolution was Benedict
Arnold.
• • • o -
Nearly 9,000 offshore oil well,
have been sunk in the world's
continental shelves, says the
National Geographic.
NO EXPLANATION
LONDON UPI - The Admiralty
Building is a rather stern looking
place. And the man who work
there are usually equally stern.
Today, they are at a loss to
explain a cleaning woman's fin.
inside the building - one strip-
tease kit.
centers of the 49 states and
Hawaii at a point where these
arose would "balance."
Including Hawaii had only a.
small effect on the computa-
tions since its area is only about
1/580 of that of the 49 states..
The geographic center of the
50 states thus shifted about six
miles west-southwest to approx.
imatcly_17 milea west of Castle
Rock. S.D.
The geographic center of the
North American continent has
been determined by the U.S.
Geological Survey to be in
Pierce County. N.D., six miles
- west of Balla, at latitude 48'
10' North, •longitude 100° 10'
West.'
••••••,
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total of I18 students from
42 foreign countrie,- were en-
rolled at Teams Tech for the
1968-69 school sear.
MURRAY MOBILE HOMES
Luxurious Living at Economy Prices
Nest Door to Holiday Inn tIr 7S3-3441
* NOTICE *
Roberson's TV Service
Now Open In Coldwater
• • • • • •
We Service All Makes and Models
Cater, Black sad White
— USED TVs FOR SALE —
ID 111111-11116
Hobby Farm
Scrutinized
By The Feds
By DICK WEST
WASHINGTON UPI - A House
committee investigating tax abus-
es recently turned its attention
to so-called "bobby-farms."
Testimony indicated a growing
number of wealthy Americans
are buying rural acreage kit
purposes of raising livestock,
grain, fibers and tax breaks.
Some of these pastoral enter-
prises are show/places of horti-
culture and husbandry. But their
real beauty lies in their deduc-
tibility.
Losses incurred in their oper-
ation may be used to offset in-
come from other sources. Which
perhaps explains why the back-
to-the-soil movement was stim-
ulated by the surtax.
Attractive Feature
seed and handed me a straw to
chew on.
"Let me show you around,"
he said. "Over here is my barn.
That's where I keep my cows,
my silage and my depreciation
allowances.
Depend on Drought
"I can usually depend on a
drought, a flood, or insects ID
ruin crops. But if that doesn't
happen, I have enough deprecia-
tion allowances stored up to see
me through the winter."
I said, "What kinds of crops
do you grow?"
"In this field, I have oats.
Across the road is my oorn
field. And I have the extra back
40 planted in loopholes, which is
my major crop.
"My farm produces some of
the finest loopholes in this part
of the country. Right now I am
experimenting with a new hybrid
strain.
"I hope to develop a wilt re-
sistant loopholes that will with-
stand the heat of summer, the
cold of winter and the springtime
Scrutiny of the Internal Revenue
Service:"
I said, "Do you run the firth
all by yourself?"
"No, I have a hired man named
Hiram who helps out with some
of the chores."
"Is he a local farmer?"
"No he's a certified public
accountant."
Another attractive feature of
agrarian investment is its sim-
plicity. it requires no pafticular
aptitude or training. Almost any-
body can lose money farming.
And if the deficit isn't big
enough to make it worthwhile
taxwise, a farm owner can always
get help from the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture.
When I read about this new
breed of grangers, I made arran-
gements to visit a "hobby farm"
in the nearby Virginia conary-
ide.
The owner • a horny
Washington lobbyist, tetid.l.
the gate, sprinkled me with lay-
MISSION IS POSSUM Apollo 9 maneuver in space proves a
lunar module can link up with a command module in thin
closeup view of the ascent stage of the -spider" as It ren-
dezvous and docks during the fifth day of the 10-day flight.
Ascent stage is that part of the LM that men will use to
lift off the Moon's surface for return trip LO Earth.
•
Store Hours 8:30-5:00
Friday 9110 pm
4th & Main
Murray, Ky.
Lustre Crime
Hair Spray
litsize
30 Goy Candy Stripa,RUG RUNNER
$1.37
Easter Headquarters
For Al Your Needs!!
cm* Eggs, Easter Baskets, Egg Dye,
Ready Made Baskets.
6
FRIDAY NITE IS EASTER PARADE NITE
ATLE.RNANS 1111% ALL FASHION RICHw CLOTHING & HOME NEEDMIN THE EASTER PARA WITH SAVING 
Three ways to Buy FRIDAY MARCH 21
ANKAME RD LAY- ' 
oFF 
5.00 TO 8.00 P.M.
•
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Legal Notice
NOTICE
A hearing will be held be-
ginning at 3:30 o'clock p. in.,
E. S. T., Monday, March 2.4,
- 1969, by the Public Service
Commialion of Kentucky at its
offices in the Old Capitol An.
gr Building at Frankfort. Ken-cky, in Case No. 5140 as to
the reasonableness of the fol-
lowing rate schedule changes
which the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corpora-
tion, of Mayfield, Kentucky, pro-
poses to place into effect upon
approval by the Commission as
to all its members and sub-
scribers:
e RESIDENTIAL RATE -
SCHEDULE R-2
Availability
This rate shall apply only to
electric service in a single pri-
vate dwelling and its appurten-
ances, the major use of which
is for lighting and household
appliances, for the personal
comfort and conveniences of
those residing therein. Private
*dwellings in which space is oc-
Teasionally used for the conduct
of business by a person residing
therein will be served under
this rate. Where a portion of
a dwelling is used regularly for
-the conduct of business, the
electricity consumed in that
portion so used will be separate-
ly metered and billed under the
General Power Rate; if separate
*circuits are not provided by the
customer, service to the entire
premises shall be billed under
the General Power Rate. This
rate shall not apply to service
Institutions such as clubs, fra-
ternities, orphanages or homes,
recognized rooming or boarding
houses; or the space in an
apartment or other residential
building primarily devoted to
muse as an office or studio for
professional. or other gainful
purposes.
Character of Servile.*
Alternating current, single or
three-phase, 60 cycles. Voltage
supplied will be at the cliscre
tion of Distributors and will be
determined by the voltage
available from distribution lines
In the vicinity and/or otheroc onditions.
Rate
First-75 kilowatblioarslier
month at 3.00 cents perldlo-
watt-hour.
- Next-150 kilowatt-hours per
month at 2.00 cents per kilo-
watt-hour.
Next-275 kilowatt-hours per
month at 1.00 cent per kilowatt-
hour.
IP Excess over-500 kilowatt.
hours per month at 010 cent,
per kilowatt-hour.
Atilvaliszegle
The customer's bill for each
month will be increased or de-
creased by:
(1) 0.01 mill per kwh for each
0.01 mill or major fraction
thereof by which TVA,s fossil
&and nuclear fuel expense per
-kwh sold by TVA as determin-
ed by TVA from its records ex-
ceeded or was less than 1.45
mills, respectively, during the
most recently completed fiscal
year ending with June 30, and
(2) 0.03 mill per kwh for each
1 cent or major traction there-
of by which the sum of (a)
TVA's interest charges to opera-
..tions during the most recently
glIcompleted fiscal year ending
with June 30 and (b) the re-
turn on the appropriation in-
vestment that TVA is obligated
to pay for the fiscal year im-
mediately following said most
recently completed fiscal year,
divided by the sum of the mon-
thly billing demands of power
said by TVA in said most re-
cently completed fiscal year as
gildetermined by TVA from its
records exceeded or was less
than 40 cents, respectively.
Each adjustment made pur-
suant to (1) and (2) above shall
be effective for 12 consecutive
monthly billings beginning with
the first bill rendered from
meter readings taken after Au-
gust 1 of the calendar year in
which each such fiscal year
ends.
Minimum Monthly Bill
Not more than $2.50 per me-
ter.
request a loWer standard volt-
age is agreed upon.
Rat*
A. If the customer's demand
for the month -and its con-
tract demand, if any, are
each less than 50 kilo-
watts:
Demand Charge: None
Energy Charge:
First 100 kilowatt hours
per month at 3.40 cents
per kwh.
Next 400 kilowatt hours
per month at 2.20 cents
per kwh.
Additional energy 1.20
cents per kwh.
B If either the customer's
demand for the month or
its contract demand is at
least 50 kilowatts but net
more than 5,000 kilowatis:
Demand Charge: $1.15 per
month per kilowatt of de-
mand.
Energy Charge:
First 15,000 kilowatt-hours
per month at 0.87 cent
per kwh.
Next 25,000 kilowatt-hours
per month at 0.67 cent per
kwh.
Next 60,000 kilowatt-hours
per month at 0.44 cent
per kwh.
Next 400,000 kilowatt
hours per mcnth at 0.33
cent per kwh.
Additional energy 0.31
cent per kwh.
C. If either the customer's
demand for the month or
_ its _contract .deinaniti ix
greater than 5,000 kilo-
watts:
Demand Charge:
First 75,000 kilowatts of
demand per month, at
$1.15 per kilowatt.
Excess over 75,000 kilo-
watts of demand per mon-
th, at $1.05 per kilowatt.
Additional charge for any
demand in excess of cus-
tomer's contract demand,
at $1.15 per month per
kilowatt.
Energy Charge:
First 20,000,000 kilowatt-
hours per month at 2.85
mills per kwh.
Next 30,000,000 kilowatt-
hours per mouth at 2.90
mills per kwh.
Additional energy 2.75
mills per kwh.
illecilitlers Rental Charges
Applicable Under C Above
No facilities rental charge is
applicable for delivery at 161
kv. For delivery at less than
161 kv, the customer will pay,
in addition to all other charges
hereunder, a facilities rental
charge of 15 cents per kw per
month for the first 10,000 kw
of the customer's contract de-
mand and 5 cents per kw per
month for the portion of con-
tract demand which is in ex-
cess of 10000 kw except that,
for delivery at less than 46 kv,
20 cents shall apply in lieu of
15 cents in the first portion of
said facilities rental charge.
GENERAL POWER RATE -
SCHEDULE C-2
• Availability
Available to commercial, in-
dustrial, governmental, and
other customers whose require-
ments are Whited to firm power
except those to whom service is
available wider the Residential
or Outdoor Lighting Rates.
Charade, of SiirviCa
Alternating current, single
or three-phase, 60 cycles. Power
&old under A and B below will
be delivered at a voltage avail-
able in the vicinity or agreed to
by Distributor Power sold un-
der C below will be delivered
at a transmission voltage of 161
kv or, if such transmission volt-.
age is not available, at the high-
est voltage avoilrble in the vi
cinity. unless at the customer's
•
;..,
THE
ins demands of power sold by
TVA in said most recently com-
pleted fiscal year as determin-
ed by TVA from its records ex-
ceeded or was less than 40 cents,
respectively.
Any adjustment made pur-
suant to paragraphs 1, 2, or 3
above shall be effective for 12
consecutive monthly billings be-
ginning with the first bill rend-
ered from meter readings taken
after August 1 of the calendar
year in which each such fiscal
year ends.
Minimum Sill
The monthly bill under A
above shall in no case be less
than $1.50. The monthly bill
under B above shall in no case
be less than $1.50 plus an ad-
ditional $0.50 per kilowatt for
the excess over 50 kilowatts of
the highest demand during the
preceding 12 months. Under C
above, the monthly bill for de-
mand, energy, and adjustments
shall in no case be less than
$1.30 per kilowatt of the con-
tract demand or any higher de-
mand established during the
preceding 12 months, but said
$1.30 shall be adjusted in the
same manner as provided in
Adjustment 3 above with re-
spect- to the customer's billing
demand. Distributor may re-
quire minimum bills higher
than those stated above.
Ad i ustments
1. Under A, B. and C above,
the customer's bill for each
month will be increased or de-
creased by 0.01 mill per kwh
for each 0.01 mill or major frac-
tion thereof by which TVA's
fossil and nuclear fuel expense
per kwh sold by TVA as de-
termined by TVA from its re-
cords exceeded or was less than
1.45 mills, respectively, during
the most recently completed
fiscal year ending with June
30.
2. Under A above, the cus-
tomer's bill for each month will
be increased or decreased by
0.03 mill per kwh for each 1
cent or major fraction thereof
by which the sum of (a) TVA's
Interest charges to operations
during the most recently com-
pleted fiscal year ending with
June 30 and (b) the return on
the appropriation investment
that TVA is obligated to pay
for the fiscal year immediately
following said most recently
completed fiscal year. divided
by the sum of the monthly bill-
ing demands of power sold by.
TVA in said most recently com-
pleted fiscal year as determined
by TVA from its records ex-
ceeded or was less than 40
cents, respectively.
3. Under B and C above, the
customer's bill for each month
will be increased or decreased
by 1 cent per kw of billing de-
mand for each 1 cent or major
fraction thereof by which the
sum of (a) TVA's interest charg
es to oPerations during the most
recently ccmpleted fis-
cal year ending e.th
June 30 and (b) the return on
the appropriation investment
that TVA is obligated to pay for
the fiscal year immediately fol-
lowing said most recently com-
pleted fiscal year. divided by
the )1111in of the monthly bill-
LEDGER TIMES -
Seasonal Service
Customers who contract for
service on a seasonal basis shall
be limited to 1,500 kw and shall
pay the above rates plus 10
percent of the bill computed
after any adjustments are ap-
plied. For such customers the
minimum monthly bill provid-
ed for above shall not apply.
Instead, such customers shall
pay a minimum monthly bill of
15.00-so long as service is cut.
in, shall pay a minimum annual
bill which shall in no case be
less than (a) 2 cents per kilo-
watt-hour of the maximum mon-
thly consumption for customers
whose demand does not exceed
kilowatts or (b) $6.00 per
kilowatt of the maximum de-
mand established for customers
whose demand is over 50 kilo-
watt>, and shall pay in addi-
tion the actual cost of cut-ins
and cut-outs in excess of one
of each per year.
OUTDOOR LIGHTING RATE-.
SCHEDULE OL
Availability
Avalibable for service to
street lighting systems, park
lighting, signal systems, athlet-
ic field lighting installations (on
an off-peak basis), and outdoor
lighting for individual custom-
ers.
Service under this schedule
is for a term of not less than
one year and is subject to Rules
and Regulations of Distributor.
Payment
The rates set forth below are
net, the gross rates being 10
percent higher. In the event the
current monthly bill is not paid
within 10 days from date of
bill, the gross rates shall apply.
PART A-RATES FOR
STREET AND PARK
LIGHTING, SIGNAL SY.
STEMS, AND ATHLETIC
FIELD LIGHTING IN-
STALLATIONS
I. Energy Charge
1.00 cent per kilowatt-
hour.
The customer's.% bill for
each month will be in-
creased or decreased by.
(1) 0.01 mill per kwh for
each 0.01 mill or major
fraction thereof by which
TVA's fossil and nuclear
fuel expense per kwh sold
by TVA as determined by
TVA from its records ex-
ceeded or was less than
1.45 mills, respectively,
during the most recently
completed fiscal year end-
ing erlth June 30, and
(2) 0.03 mill per kwh for
each 1 cent or major frac-
tion thereof by which the
sum of (a) TVA's interest
charges to operations dur-
ing the most recently com-
pleted fiscal year ending
with June 30 and (b) the
return on the appropira-
lion investment that TVA
Is obligated to pay for the
fiscal year immediately
following said most recent.
ly completed fiscal year.
divided by the sum of the
monthly billing demands
of power sold by TVA in
said most recently com-
pleted fiscal year as de-
termined by TVA from
its records exceeded or
was less than 40 cents, re-
spectively.
Each adjustment made
pursuant to (I) and (2)
above shall be effective
for 12 consecutive monthly
billings beginning with the
first bill rendered from
meter readings taken at
ter August 1 of the cal-
endar year in which each
such fiscal year ends.
U: Investment Charge.
The annual investment
charge shall be 12 percent
of the installed cost to
Distributor's electric sy-
stem of the facilities de-
voted to the lighting ser-
vice specified in this Pert
A. The investment charge
will be recomputed on
July 1 of each year, or
more often if substantial
changes are made, and
one-twelfth of the total
annual charge so comput-
ed will be billed to the
customer monthly. If any
pert of the facilities has
not been provided at the
electric system's expense
or if the installed cost of
any portion thereof is re-
flected on the books of
another municipality or
agency or department, the
annual investment charge
will be adjusted to reflect
properly the remaining
cost to be borne by the
electric system.
PART III-RATES FOR
OUTDOOR LIGHTING TO
INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS
Rate Per Fixture
Type of Fixture: Incandescent,
open or enclosed globe; Lamp
Sixa: Up to 200 watts; Base
Monthly Charge $1.75.
Ty.* orllisture: Incandescent;
open or enclosed globe; Lamp
Size: 200 to 350 watts; Sam
Monthly Charge $2.00.
Type of Fixture: Mercury Lamp
Size: 100 to MO watts; Sas•
Monthly Charge $2.50.
Type of Fixture: Mercury; Lamp
Size 200 to 450 watts; Base Mon-
thly Charge $330.
Type of Fixture: Mercury; Lamp
Size: 450 to 1,200 watts; Base
Monthly Charge $7.00.
The above charges in this
Part B are limited to ser
-Vice from a standard street
Fighting fixture installed
on a pole already in place.
The fixture shall be pho-
toelectrically controlled
singly or as part of a
group. If the customer
wishes the fixture at a lo-
cation other than on a
pole already in place, Dis-
tributor may apply a mon-
thly charge not to exceed
50 cents per pole for ad-
ditional poles required to
serve the fixture from Dis-
tributor's nearest avail-
able source. Distributor
may adjust the above bast
monthly charges up or
down by an amount not
to exceed 50 cents. The
foregoing rate is subject
to revision on July 1 of
each year based on chang-
es in costs of providing
service under this rate.
When so authorized by
policy duly adopted by Dis-
tributor's governing board,
special outdoor lighting
installations may be pro-
vided, .owned, and main-
tained by and and at the
the expense of Distribut-
or's electric system. Dis-
tributor may require re-
imbursement from the cus-
tomer for a portion of the
initial cost of such instal-
lation and shall require
.payment by the customer
of monthly charges suf-
ficient to cover all of Dis-
tributor's costs, including
appropriate overheads
of providing, operating,
and maintaining such in-
stallations.
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CORPORATION, MAYFIELD
KENTUCKY
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NEED LOVE
VATICAN CITY UPI - The
Vatican City newspaper l'Osser-
vatore Romano says Catholics
must love a had bishop even
more than a good one. Authority
and love are two sides of a coin
and are equally neeileci, it said
in an editorial Tuesday.
"If an individual bishop fell
short of the duty of love, this
would not mean the end of his
power, He remains the instru-
ment of the love that inspires
and governs the entire church,"
the paper said. "In this case,
there is even more need for
love on the part of those who
are the object of that power."
BRANDT FAVORS TREATY
BONN ugi - West German For-
eign Minister Willy Brandt said
Tuesday he hoped his country
signs the nuclear nonproliferat-
ion treaty before the Sept. 28
federal elections.
The proposed pact has met
stiff opposition from German pol-
iticians who tear it would hinder
nuclear research.
Martin Van Buren lived to wt.
eight Presidents fnmi eiylit differ-
I'M states nit-se ed I  in 
the
MILKILAT. HINTUC 
Dr. Ora Maslen as a young woman. The handsome fea-
toms and keen awareness remain with her today at the age
of $1. Her long career as • physician was lust beginning
when this picture was made. and she was launching • period
of sereke to humanity which was te span nearly 60 mane.
(Continued From Pais One)
OR. ORA MASON a ..
director at the hospital In
Washington and her mother, Dr.
Laurette Eby Kress, was prac-
ticing obstetrics. Dr. Mason
came to Washington for a me-
dical meeting and met Dr. Ora.
They were married in Takoma
Park, Maryland in 1917.
It was at this time that the
couple moved to Murray. They
first lived on south 4th Street.
Dr. Will was from Hazel and
he had set up a hospital in the
old Cook home on the corner of
Poplar and South 9th Streets
across from the Murray High
athletic field. At that time it
was a red brick structure of ap-
proximately ten beds. As the
years passed it was added to and
in 1935, when it burned, the
hospital contained seventy
beds.
The fire was a great discour-
agement to all concerned; how,
ever, Ora and her husband were
not finished yet. Dr. Will and
Ora mortaged their home and
everything that they owned to
build the new hospital, now
the Convalescent Division o f
the Murray-Calloway Hospital.
The new hospital was also nam-
ed for Dr. Mason's father: Wil-
liam Mason Memorial.
This new hospital made Mur-
ray an outstanding medical cen-
ter. Patients came from all over
Western Kentucky and no pat-
ient was ever turned away.
In connection with the hos-
pital, the Dr.'s Mason set up
an excellent accredited nurakng
school, where both men and
women could receive training
and a R.N. degree. Men and
women from all over the coun-
 try were graduated from this
nursing program. Notable pe--
sons in our area who were
graduated from the school are
Mrs. Lucille Ross, Mrs. Murray
Kee, and Mrs. Hilton Hughes.
After the death of Dr. Will,
Ora continued the school for
many years. After its discon-
tinuation no other R.N. lora-
gram was in the area until that
established at Murray State
University in 1964.
Dr. Will and Dr. Ora had
their only child, Patrica, after
two years of marriage in 1919.
After their marriage Dr. Ora
did not practice medicine for
many years. In 1922 a great
flu epidemic came upon the
Murray -area. During this time
there was a critical shortage of
doctors and medical help. In
this crisis Ora again donned
her white coat and appeared at
the hospital ready to wort. She
never left the practice of medi-
cine again until her retirement
in 1957. During' this time she
specialized in obstetrics and pe-
diatrics.
The Dr.'s Mason sent many
young people through school
and helped people in many
other ways. One notable ex-
ample was a young Negro boy
who worked In the basement
of the hospital. This boy was
very exceptional and Dr. Ha-
wn recognized this. The young
man's name was Theodore
Roosevelt Mason Howard, and
he was to be a real credit to
himself and Dr. Mason After
his completion of the eighth
grade in Murray, Theodore was
sent to high school in Hunts-
ville. Alabama, from there to
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father, his father and both of
his brothers were medical doct-
ors. Dr. Rob Mason, a younger
brother, also practiced in Mur-
ray until his death.
Dr. Will Mason specialized in
surgery and performed many
amazing feats. People tell that
he once sewed a man's arm
back on that had been com-
pletely severed so that the man
kept his arm and could use it
to some extent This is no com-
monplace feat even today in
our modern age. He also re-
moved a piece of metal from
a heart. It is not surprising that
he could accomplish so much
if one knows that he went to
Mayo's every year for refresh-
er study under his friend, Dr.
Charlie Mayo.
Dr. Mason died in November
of 1941 and Ora continued to
run the hospital for a few years
until it was sold to the city
and county in 1947. After the
sale of the hospital she con-
tinued her private medical
practice.
Lincoln Nebraska for college
and finally to Le -na Linda Cali
fornia for his medical training
While in college Theodore won
the National Oratorical Award.
He ia now a practicing surgeon
in Chicago. He makes many
trips abroad in the interest of
medicine and he never forgets
Ora on any occasion.
Ora has had many interest,
ing experiences in her life but
one of the most novel was in
1926-when she ran for Congress
on the Republican ticket against
Voris Gregory. Mr. Gregory, a
Democrat, had held the post
for many years, so the Repub-
licans decided that they want-
ed to run someone against him.
Ora recalls a very eventful and
exciting campaign. She travel-
ed all over Western Kentucky
in- :a caboose, speaking, and
gaoling votes. In this time a
woman politician was almost
unheard of - but Ora gave it
a good try and came out with
more votes than any Republican
had ever totaled against. Mr.
Gregory.- --• ---
Apparently On gained quite
a reputation after this campaign
as she was appointed the of-
ficial delegate to the Republi-
can convention in 192.8 and
again in 1932.
Dr Mason and On were in-
itrumental in securing the col-
lege for Murray when surround-
ing communities also were eag-
er to have it locate with them
In 1928 Ora was appointed to
the Board of Reagents for Mur-
ray State College. She served
on the board for eight years.
Ora recalls that being the only
lady on the board she was elect-
ed to choose the furniture for
the new dorm, Ordway Hall,
and the library which was built
during her service on the board.
Dr. Ora serAd for several years
as president of the Murray Wo-
man's club during its early
years of operation.
Ora's present home on South
Ninth Street was built in 1928
It is a beautiful stone structure
surrounded by a stone wall
decorative trees and flowe s.
The home originally had a
small lake beside it and a fish
pond in back. The woods be-
hind the house contained fawn
and deer, and the lake was
home for many swans, ducks
geese. Dr. Mason was a
great animal lover and On
tells- of many humerous events
connected with the animals. Dr.
Will had a large covey of priz-
ed pheasants caged in the back
yard. A friend made a gift of
three fine foxes and Dr. Mason
placed them in a pen in the
back yard also. The next morn-
ing the family arose 'to find
that the foxes had burrowod
under the fence to get the
pheasants. This event was fun-
ny and yet sad for the family,
as the pheasants were highly
prized.
Many people gave animals to
Dr. Will and even the govern-
ment got in on the act. They
gave Dr. Mason two buffalo if
he would pay the shipping
charges to get them to Murray.
He agreed to pay the six hund-
red dollar charge and the buf-
falo were a great novelty a-
round the area for years. One
of the buffalo was crossed with
a cow to produce a "Cattalo".
This rare animal was placed in
the Memphis zoo, where it may
be seen today.
Dr. Will was quite a person
and an. outstanding medical
man. Dr. Mason came from a
long line of doctors. his grand-
In 1940, Ora's parents, the
Dr.'s Kress retired from the
medical practice and moved to
Orlando, Florida.. They had
gone abroad many times in or-
der to establish hospitals and
medical centers, but most of
their time in America was spent
In practice in Washington, D.C.
Ora's father was a neurologist
and her mother was an ob-
stetrician who delivered 4342
babies and never lost a mother!
The Dr.'s Kress had three
children, an adopted son, and
thirteen other children that
they raised along with their
own. These children were from
all over the area and all in de-
sperate need of a home. The
Dr.'s Kress took them in and
with the help of their Danish
housekeeper gave them a won-
derful home. The Kresses lived
in Florida from their retire-
ment in 1940 until Dr. D. Kress
died in 1958. His wife soon
followed in 1960.
In 1057 bad health forced
Ora to discontinue her medical
practice. On her last trip to
Europe in 1962 she had the
misfortune to break her hip in
Paris, France. She spent many
months in the American hos-
pital there.
In 1961 Ora attended a 50
year reunion at her medical
school, the Philadelphia Wo-
man's Medical School, along
with sixteen other graduates.
In recent years Ora has been
active in club work of all kinds
and she is an enthusiastic can-
asta player. Early last year Ora
suffered another fall and as a
result another broken hip. She
spent many months in the hos-
pital but she is home now and
feeling much better.
Last year the "Ora K. Mason
Nursing Complex" on-the Mur-
ray State University campus
was dedicated to Ora. The
building is an excellent tribute
to a wonderful woman and an
outstanding physician. She wall
greatly honored by the dedicat-
ion, and afterwards said to me,
"I am so pleased that they hon-
ored me now instead of waiting
until I was gone."
Dr. Mason's portrait hangs in
the entrance to the nursing
building and is an inspiration
to many young people. We
would all do well to pattern
our lives after this amazing
woman.
Dr. Mason celebrated her
81st birthday in November. She
is now at home on South Ninth
Street. She lives with her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert 0. Miller. Mr.
Miller is the Calloway County
Attorney. Ora has three grand-
sons, Tripp, Dan, and Chris.
This kind and gracious lady
is quite revered and loved in
the Murray area and I am sure
she will be remembered forever
as a Godsend by many citizens
in the area.
Threats Fail
To Reach The
Student
By FREDERICK H. TREESH
By United Press International
Suddenly you're a school sup-
erintendent confronted with evid-
ence that the use of drugs is
spreading in your junior and
senior high schools. What are
you going to do?
Have the police warn of the
legal consequences?
Call in doctors to tell horror
stories of the ravages of drugs
on mind and body?
Ask teachers and parents to
moralize about drugs?
Turn Off Students
Chances are any of these app-
reaches will turn off the students
you are trying to keep from turn-
ing on. Threats or sermons rar-
ely reach today's teen-agers.
As awareness of the magni-
tude of the drug problem grows,
school officials in tree-lined sub-
urbia as well as urban districts
realize the dilemna they face.
There is no proven effective
way to communicate about drugs.
But there is a new approach
that may hold promise. It em-
ploys the gaining and simulation
technique that has had stunning
success in motivating previously
unteachable students. And it re-
quires students to make decis-
ions about drugs without threats-
Or sermons.
15-Hour Course
Lockheed Missiles and Space
Co. has developed a15-hour cour-
se called "Drug Decision" that
puts teen-agers in the role of
crisis managers. In dazzling mu-
lti-media sound and color, they
see, in effect, a drug disaster
threaten to overwhelm their own
community.
The student is given the facts
he needs to know about the phy-
siological and psychological eff-
ects of a variety of drugs, the
nature of narcotics traffic and
the proteble results of the op--
lions open to him, The infor-
mation does not come in lecture
form. It is presented by actors
and animation in multi-media mo-
tion pictures and slides project-
ed similtaneously on three sch-
eens.
"We specifically are avoiding
the emotional or 'preachy' app-
roach to the narcotics problem,"
said Dr. Rudolph C. Flothow,
Lockheed's manager of _educat-
ional systems in Sunnyvale, Cal-
if. "Research has convinced us
such an approach may alienate
students more than it informs
them."
STUDENTS MISSING
OMACHI, Japan UPI - Five
students were missing today af-
ter an avalanche swept them away
near the peak of Mt. Iwo in the
northern Japan Alps,
They were part of an eight-
member climbing party trapped
Tuesday by a snow slide. Three
of the students dug themselves
out.
* * *
Car Outshines
Barber Pole
ST. LOUIS (UPI) -- Barber
Oldham Fiorinos painted his car
with red and white stripes and
marks it every day in front of his
.hop. Fiorinos says the red-and-
white car attracts more attention
than a striped pole near the door.
MINER TO SELL STORY Lead-Zinc Miner William V. Jones,
trapped in a mink for eight days. hugs his granddaughter,
Denae Janes, and tells newsmen the story of his experience
Is for sale. Jones went through his ordeal in a apace the
sine of an ornmce crate in the min.- ;.t Lark: Utah.
••••
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PALM MI
11111AllUAN R.0005 TAKE TOU,- Homeless pereons, their homes destroyed by floods in
Macmo, Alagoas, Brasil, line up to receive food and aid from state authorities. Officials
recorded 262 deaths as rains continued to fall.
Son Of Clark
Gable Eight
This Week
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspoodect
HOLLYWOOD UPI - The son
Clark Gable never lived to sm
will be eight years old this week
and as shielded from the public
eye as his mother can maraca.
Though Gable died of a heart
attack in November, 1960, mill-
ions of persons across the coun-
try have seen him this year as
Rhett Butler in the re-release of
MGM's ''Gone With The Wind."
Buy young John Clark Gable,
born four mouths after his fat-
her's death, watches his dicrs
films at hone.
Kay, heel@ and yodbildis
andarance has Waver remerri.
ed. Hie diadem* siandoes
marriage-Joan aid Beam. are
off at college. Chrk is a
good student It a private school
and spends his afternoons tear-
ing arose the 22-acre estate in
the San Fireside Valley that his
hither loved so well.
Great Pale
Portant*, Mrs. Gable has a
live-la sweat who Is the mother
of a 7-year old. He and John are
great pala.
Until recently John Clark has
received a 25-cese-reeek allow-
aids. No be wants 1 raise to
$1 a week.
"He has his heart set on buy-
ing a melbas by the time he's
10 years old," Kay exp/oined.
"I told him he would have to
earn the money. So now he does
odd jobs hoping to earn $1 a
week for 100 weeks, woe. to
bay a $100 ankibike.
WhatiimernielkOdwaigkr
who is be image eiiis
ranee; Sat Iht Illetartssidli=
had beta MOW to $99, he de-
cided he weak work only 99
weeks instead of the originally
scheduled 100.
John's chores consist of swe-
eping and cleaning up around the
property and, recently, shoveling
mud from the heavy Southern
California dowepours.
Celebrate At Disneyland
Kay will take John Clark and
eight other youngsters to Disney-
land to edits:ate his birthing.
Kay will go along but plans to take
it easy. She suffered a corooary
herself two years ago.
The home and grounds remain
very much the same as they
were when Gable was alive and
."lting" of -Hollywood. There's
a masculine feeling to the estate
and home, almost as if Gable
might walk in the or at any
It is in this atmosphere that
John Clark is beer reared.
Re is 100 per cent all boy,
Aratii : Wend out of the house,
on the rood, shinnying
ip tress and eapging in loud
aromas with his buddy, Mark.
Al the sem time Kay has
seen to his mamers. He sbakes
heads amalefty and remands to
gmationa with a tNrectams kat
umbels ow of his father.
NEW USE
TINIATTON, Tacked UPI.
"The ifiglish potty his become
a U. S. status symbol," accord-
ing to Mrs. Ada Chapman, who
launched a nationwide potty hunt
Wednesday.
"Bet the snag is they do
on pretty ones," she said. Mrs.
Chapman said she was acting
agent for an unidentified Amer
lain buyer.
Americans want the pots for
use as flower vases, she said.
. .
Graves is Movie
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Peter
Graves will take time off from
"Mission: Impossible" to star in
MGM's "The Five Man Army."
• • •
Amistasse
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Universal Studios will film the
Pulitzer Prize - winning -The
Assistant" with Bernard Malamud
writing the screenplay baiwd on
his novel.
LIDGIft lb TIliflta
Age Alone
Not Guide
To Driving
By PATRICIA McCORILACK
NEW YORK UPI - Yawn Re-
ad this day rats stuck Nand
ts illMakiked driver on a km
pike.
P. pa pedal to the floor,
he marks
"All yea old people ought to
tura la pair licenses."
He's wrong.
An "Aged drivers" slily by
the Rewards Dipmianait al the
National Safety Come roc sh-
ows that age, taken by 1Z:gs
not a good indicator of
ability.
Dr. Thomas W. Ram*, head
of the research ink folidlailik
be a more reikble Ogle
of driving ability km
age.
--Inekred 3,500 Drivers
The eke involved 3,500 driv-
ers hi) cad age 55 and an analysts
of 200,000 accidents by drivers
of all ages.
Dr. Planek said safety p
ses that would rule older drive's
off the road are geared to some
specific age "largely became
this Infartastion Is easy to get
and usually beyond Monte."
True. Older persons are more
likely to have a physical condit-
ion that limits driving. But bur
out at every 10 person soder
45 have at least one chronic
condition and one in IR of these
has some restriction on activity.
Plane and his colleagues re-
commended that a test of physical
function be made when a person
first gets a llcenseand again
at latex periodic reexamination
time.
The council reported that 35
states require a re•examination
for renewal either periodically
after the first license or when
a person has reached a specific
age, ranging from 57 to 75,
Safety Tips
Authors of the study, financed
by Colonist Pe ss Insurance gro-
up. passed es nese safety tips
for eider litheites
-NM a rapist eye examine-
lisa. Ten May net realize that
become too poor
Is reed restsign reepitly.
Asedeltd dela; 11 Ida. Both
dim& kit lank ilSIMINions may
greatly after slily to drive.
-Don't dens airbag snow or
rain storM,
-Avoid reelt bar and night
driving as mash as peesible.
-Use twiner street, and
roads. StatisficS lbw hazar-
dous for the oak, Wan gen-
erally to She 11111e4l4ar
types of roldeiedge expressway
versus tows streela.
All drivel% vis Ind previous
studies - have *tam ought to
steer clear of wool gathering
at the steel.
Daydreuning increases mat-
Nation. Chances of running red
lights sad stop signs are height-
mad at inch a time.
'Country Dance' Stars
HOLLYWOOD' PI) Peter
O'Toole and Susannah York will
star- in "Country Dance- for
MGM on location in Ireland and
Scotland.
. • •
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Beau
Bridges, son of Lloyd Bridges,
will star in "The Landlord."
 '35111agnigeses.
IIR111/1T L
•
ILINTIJCKY
ROBIN TO TRIAL - - Accom-
panied by a policewoman,
Ruth Eisenmann S c hi e r
right i leaves the U. S. mar-
shall's office in Miami. Fla.,
after being flown from Okla-
homa City. She then was
flown from Miami to At-
lanta, Ga., to stand trial with
Gary Krist for the kidnaping
of Miami heiress Barbara
Jane Mackie.
THURSDAY - MARCH 20. 111161/
Northwest Passage to Be Trade Route?•
Sy JONATHAN 1101NARDS
Central Press A otrootio Hos
Correeposivet
WASHINGTON • The North-
west Peerage, the ocean room*
connecting the Atlantic and
Pacific via the Arctic which
has beckoned co:Nurses for 400
years. may become an estab-
lished trade route asa redliult of
the discovery of vast oil de-
posits on Alaska's North Slope.
Sought by Henry Hudson as
early as 1009, the Northwest
Palmeri was not conquered un-
til 1906 when Roald Amundsen
completed a three-year voyage
through the ice-blocked pass-
ageway.
Now, however, American and
foreign petroleum concerns are
exploring the possibility of
opening the route to commerce
so crude oil can be transported
by sea to eastern refineries.
Three of them --- Atlantic
Richfield Co., Humble Oil and
Refining Co., and British Pe-
troleum. Ltd.---have contracted
with Consultee. of Gaithersburg,
Md., to make a $135,000 feas-
ibility study to determine
whether oil tankers could make
4420-mile trip (rem Alaska
to New York.
• • • .
CAPT. D. T. HAFNER (USN,
RM.). the project co-ordinator.
said preliminary Studien look
good and, if confirmed, may re-
sult in an attempt being made
next August, when the ice is
least trOublesome. by an ice-
breaking oil tanker to traverse
the passage.
Hefner said if a determina-
tion is made to utilise the
Northwest Passage as a regular
trade route, the; oil tankers of
250.000 deachWent tons, some
possible nuclear-powered, would
probably be used.
The tankers would either cut
through the 7 to 10 feet of ice
or break the ice by riding over
it, or both. Hefner said once a
regular channel is opened, the
Dennis James
Seeks Good
On Campus
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOCD UPI - Dennis
Jimes, general master of cere-
monies of more game and panel
shows than any other living man,
is now attempting to show the
American college student as so-
mething other than a bomb throw-
er.
He is working against horren-
dous odds.
As chief talent scout of "The
All American College Show,"
James has troops non-combatant
In the field-that is to say, on
various campuses-searching for
acts for his syndicated show.
After more than 39 weeks on
the air, James reports there
have been no casualties among
his fteldrnen. But then he did
not say whether they had visited
Berkeley or San F rancisco State.
"We don't put any heavy rock
groups on the show," James
said, "because we don't want
to go the hippie route, or with
rioters. And we avoid the shaggy,
bearded types."
James looks beyond the barri-
cades of dissidents to the warm-
•I stettset.
-413berals_a lot of undiscov-
ered talent ea campus," he said.
"It is the greatest source ofi
Itdapped talent in the world:"
In addition to his college pro-
gram, James is host of a daily
game show, "P.D.Q."
A college man himself-St. P
ter's College of New Jersey-
James says that Brigham Young
University in Utah has provided
the most talent so far.
"It's because they concentrate
on music op there and sent their
youngsters out on tour," he said.
"UCLA is high, too."
James sees the talent on tape
sent to him from his men at th
battlefronts. He is safely
stoosed here in Hollywood wher
the brickbats of outraged youth
are thrown at producers rather
than professors.
Presky as Doc
1101.1.1 9.114)1) 
(UPI)Elvis Presley will co-star with
Man 1-14.o. Moore in “Cisisige of
which Elvis playing a
doctor.
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Defied line Indicates
•
wily would also be clear for oil
and lumber carriers from Alas-
ka's untapped resources.
Conceivably. the United States
, might io the future, if the traf-
fic warranted, utilise a nuclear-
powered ice breaker to keep the
passage open, much as the So-
viet Union is doing now along
Siberia's Arctic coast. There.
since 1960, the nuclear-powered
ice breaker Lenin 'has been
keeping a 2,500-mile Asia-Eu-
rope route open for 150 days
a year.
A trade passage across the
top of the world would probably
follow the route taken in 1960
by the nuclear-powered U.S.
submarine Seadragon under
Cmdr. George P. Steele U.
• • •
THE SUBMARINE. which
started from Portsmouth, N.H.,
made the Atlantic to Pacific
voyage by sailing betweetr Lab-
rador and GreeMand. through
Davis Strait and Baffin Bay,
then west through Lancaster
Sound, Viscount Melville Sound,
and McClure Strait to the Beau-
fort Sea, on whose shores the
oil fields are situated.
the Northwest Passage.
Indicative of the importanc.
the United States places in the
new oil discoveries, the govern-
ment recently declassified and
released nautical charts of Alas-
ka's North Slope.
• • •
IT WAS here last August
that Atlantic Richfield and 0
Humble Oil and Refining dis-
covered oil in Prudhoe Bay, an
inlet about 150 mileii southeast
of Barrow, Alaska's moat north-
ern community.
Other companies are now also
exploring for oil there, including
five Canadian firms, United
Canso Oil and Gas, Asamers Oil
Corp.. Trans-Prairie Pipeline,
Western Decalta Petroleum, and
the Home Oil Co.
The only transportation now
to the oil fields is by air. Build-
ing a railroad or pipeline
through the frigid wastes, where
the temperature falls at times
to 80 degrees Fahrenheit below
zero, is deemed economically
unfeasible. So is air transporta-
tion, which may leave the
Northwest Passage as the only
good route to the rich Atlantic
Seaboard markets. a
Crazy World
of
Washington
HOLLYWOOD- (('PI)
Llsme Taylor Won the role of
"Christinrl. in "The Games"
shooting on location in London,
By LEON BURNETT
WASHINGTON UPI - Odds and
ends from the nation's -capital-
mostly odd:
Democratic Sen. Frank Church
of Idaho, arguing against the anti-
ballistic missile system at a
Senate Foreign Relations Comm-
ittee hearing, observed it would
be "useless against Russia, not
needed against China, and has
value only as a thin defense
against Republicans."
Dr. Christman Barnard, the
heart transplant pioneer from
South Africa, paused during test-
imony to a House space sub-
committee to fire up a cigarette.'
Rep. Edward I. Koch, D-N.Y.,
observed good naturedly that wh-
ile the surgeon was there to dis-
cuss ways to good health, "here
we have you smoking."
Barnard stubbed out the cigar-
ette and replied with a shy grin:
"It all depends on number. If you
drink too much water, you drown.
I only smoke when I'm nervous."
He didn't light up another until
he noticed that Koch had left.
Name Game
One of the persons now under
federal indictment on charges
on operating a home improve-
ment fraud Is a fellow named
Robin Hood Good.
- A Washington area stationer
is sending around little advertis-
ing cards bearing the signature
"Minnie Skertz."
- Rep. Seymour Halpern, R-
N.Y., announced introduction of
a bill which he said would give
a "tax break to John Q. Strap-
hanger."
Be informed, if you need to,
that a murre Is a species of
diving bird, and you can dig
this poem a constituent sent to
Sen. Clifford Case, R-N.J.:
"Perhaps, shrieled the gull,
you'll think I'm a boor,
"But where in the world is
there water that's pure?
"I've wondered myself, gulped
an oil-covered murre,
"Os the ocean, I thought, but
I'm really not sure."
IS
lundowdlim
Jones as 'Nat Turner'
11111.1.1%oul) (UPI). -
J MCP, Jim..s currently star-
ring on Broadway in -The Great
14114 Ilippe,'• will pia* the till..
. "Net 4'urner" .1 20th
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SAVE
20%
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Guaranteed to Wear 33 MONTHS
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Pnces include Facial* Excise Tax
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5.25-14 28.30 45.28 31.30 50.08
11.55-14 34.51 55.20
7.75-15 26.16 40.24 28.16 45.04
11.15-13 31.31 50.08
2-inch Teheitrit Tire Valve. Chrorne plated FAch 51.00
Expert mounting and balancing available
No trade-in required. FREE rotation every 5,000
miles. FREE puncture repair for life of tread.
ALLSTATE Passenger Tire Guarantee
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Life Guarantee applies.
Sears Crusader
...not a retread, a Factory-new
tire with 4-ply nylon cord body
and Dynotuf rubber tread...
and it's only
6 00- I)
LAW•••$6"fie. T.tow tev.0.,.
Other sizes in stock at
comparably low prices.
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POR S&LS
UY WOOL SLACKS and sweet-
en at half price. Spring sport&
wear arriving now. Stop and
see. The Stripe Shop, 803
South 4th St. April-84
1960 MOBILE Sportsman house
trailer, 37 x t.•soorno. Con-
tact Hubert Coles at Hubert's N SHA-WA CIRCLE is this
Antiques on the Hazel Hwy. real nice modern 3-bedroom
M-20-P nok veneer, 2 baths, built-ins,
carpet and tile floors, central
I taLTFP'Y loft and bright as new. air anti baseboard heat, garage,
t's what cleaning rugs will nice lot.
do when you use Blue Lustre! IN COLDWATER we have one
Rent electric stuunpqoer $1. of Calloway Counties finest
Western Auto Store. 1i -22-C homed with 52 acres of land
all sown down, real fine fence.
The house has 3 bedrooms, liv-
ing room, large kitchen with
worlds of cabinet space. U you
want a fine farm let us
show you this one.
VIE GENTLE, be kind, to that ANOTHER PRETTY 3-bedroom
  expensive carpet, clean it with brick veneer on Wisewell
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham- just a little ways past Doran
pooer $1. Big K. M-22-C Road. This house has all mod-
em conveniences and is priced
to sell.
NICE three-bedroom, living
 room, kitchen, with separate
den with fireplace, new carpet,
large lot. You will be surprised
at the price of this house.
JUST LISTED a 40 acre farm
with pretty good frame house
USED COMMERCIAL Maytag near Murray. Check this one
waseer. Good condition. Phone for a good buy.
753-7649. M-20-P THIS HOUSE can be used for
a 5 bedroom or 4 bedroom and
study, nice living room, formal
dining room, den with fireplace,
all carpet, double garage, large
lot, located on Doran Road.
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES
we have a beautiful 3-bedroom,
built-ins in kitchen, fireplace
In living room, Pi bathe, city
water and paved streets.j
2-RED ROOM frame on North
18th Street. This is a real nice
place for the price. On large
lot. Look at this one for a med.
ftim price ham.
NICE 2-BEDROOM, full base-
ment, fireplace. on 1 acre of
FOURTEEN FT. Fiberglass run- land, Cyprus!' Creek Road,
about, red and white, includes Price $6,800.00.
convertible top, two pair skies,. BEAUTIFUL 3-bedroom brick
two gas tanks, ropes, life jack- veneer in Canterbury Estates.
eta, belts, with Dilly trailer, All carpet, all built-ins. Take
40 hp. Johnson motor. $895.00. a look at this house in this
Can be seen ,at 1600 Catalina very pretty Sub-Division.
Drive. Call 753-1692 or 753- WE HAVE some of Murray's
5380. finest commercial property.
LOTS of all kind, some wood-
ed.
RRAL "STATE Pot SALO
RUGS a sight? Company com-
ing? Clean them right with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Tidwell's Paint Store
M-22-C
BOAT AND TRAILER. Phone
489-3153. 114-20-P
LITTLE GIRLS dresses, we 3.
Priced inexpensively. Phone
.,753-4439. M-20-C
FOUR Security tires, 825 x 14
whitewall, 4000 miles. One Wei
maraner pup six months old
Phone-753-4647. _ M-20-
EW demonstrator 19 inch
‘portable TV at reduced price.
Also goed used portables. Dick
& Dunn, 118 South 12th. M-20-C
ALUMINUM Arrowhead Camp-
er, New flocr and cabinet top.
Gas Stove. Phone 753-7728.
M-21-C
EIGHT TRACK stereo tape,
$e5.00. Call 753-1692 or 753-
'15380. M-21-C
SIAMESE KITTENS and Wei
manner pupa.- Bay stew--
Ea:ter gifts. Stud service both
breeds. Phone 753-7664. M-21-C
DAVENPORT and chair, $20 00.
Phone 753-8190. M-21-C
alIZITLE GIRLS clothes, sues 4,
5, 6. Excellent condition. Also
Gym set. Phone 753-6803.
M-21-P
OFFICE SUPPLIES. ke have
'em for the home, business,
school, drafting work and per-
haps for that hobby 'Work of
yours also. Come in and look
around. Ledger and Times Of-
fice Supply She. U-22-NC
F.LEcTruc R-A---NaE, 40" Kee
vinator. Good condition, $25.00.
Phone 753-1976.. M.
ONLY 2 MORE days to save
during our Magnavox annum
sale at Leach's Music and TV
in Dixieland Center on Ch
nut Street.
Flexible .
Plastic Pipe.
ON STORY AVENUE we have
a beautiful 3-bedroom, kitchen
and den combinistion, nice liv-
ing room, large utility room,
central heat and air, carpet,
double carport, large lot, in a
fine section of town.
LAKE COTTAGES, and lake
lots. We have several listed.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
needs, come by or call GUY
SPANN, REAL ESTATE AG-
ENCY at 518 West Main, Na-
tional Hotel Building. Business
Phone 753-7724, Home F hone:
Guy Spann, 753-2587• Louise
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray,
753-8919; Gary 'Young, 753-8109.
H-M-22-C
TWO ACRES on Highway 732
'near Kentucky lake. For fur-
ther information call 436-2334.
M-22-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick home
in Kingsrwood. Large closet
space, centre heat and air con-
ditioning, all carpeted, formal
dining room, large-living room
with fireplace, sepenate den,
two baths, built-in appliances
in kitchen, utility, double ga-
rage.' drapes included. Call 753-
7947. M-22--C
THREE-BEDROOM brick Colon-
ial house, 150' x 150' lot, paved
double drive, wall-to-wall car-
peting, air conditioner, in Mea-
dow Green Acres. Phone 753-
4443 after 500 p. m. M-24-P
from WESTERN PLASTICS CORPORATION
PiAtTIPIOS, NOW ANA •
There Is a S1O Difference in Plastic Pipe - with
KLEARCOR", you can see it.
Why not use the Safest, Most Sanitary Pipe
available?
Use for--Farm and Home Water Systeme . . .
Municipal Water Service U111 111 . • •
Food Processing Plants . . .
Well Piping . . Many other applkelieNe
• • • •
MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.
MR East 'Main Street Telephone 763-3381
- Murray, Kentucky
•••
A
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ItRAL IISTATS FOR SALE
7-ROOM HOUSE in Hazel on
lot 78 by 160. This house is in
extra good condition and can
be bought with only $1000
down and the balance at $50.00
per month. The full price of
this house is only 54000.
AT KIRK.SEY a nice house on
2 acre lot. This house' has 5
rooms finished and 3 rooms up-
stairs unfinished. Air condition-
ed and is priced at $7,850.
2-BEDROOM house near lake
on 2 acre lot, en paved road.
Has bath, carpet, and priced at
$5250.
WE HAVE a 5-bedroom house
located at 107 North 17th Street,
2 baths, living room, kitchen,
dining area, utility, carport,
Ideal for someone who needs
some ware income. Two bed-
rooms and bath, has private
entrance, partly furnished at
$19,000.
2-BEDROOM brick located ati
109 North 17th Street. has target
living room, small den or study,
tile floors throughout, utility
and carport, and is priced at
$15,000., including stove and
refrigerator. This one is ideal-
ly located for all schools and
is a bargain.
EXCELLENT location-This 3-
bedroom house is located direct-
ly across from Carter Scl.
It has a lovely den with fire-
place, living room, utility, kit-
chen with built-in dishwasher,
electric heat, air conditioner,
carpeting, W.orni doors and-itin-
dows and carport.' This is all
priced at only $15.750.
EXTRA 'NICE 3-bedroom brick
located at 604 South 11th Street
This house has just now been
put on the market. It has extra
large family room with fire-
place, two ceramic tile baths,
wool carpet in living room, hail
and 1 bedrooms and Nylon in
third. Central heat and air,
range dishwasher, disposal,
large patio with aluminum roof,
furnace room, extra large lot,
lots of shrubs. This is truly
one of the better homes in
Murray, $35,000.
GOOD 5-ROOM brick house at
Lynn Grove on 1 acre lot. Has
2 bedrooms, den, -kitchen, liv-
ing room, carport. Has 6% loan
that can be transferred. Pay-
ments $85. per month.
A TWO acre wooded lot on
Hazel Highway. Has 230 feet
highway front. Has lots of large
shade trees $4850.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick in
Kingswood. Has large family
room, two-car garage, carpet, 2
baths, central heat and air,
range, dishwasher, disposal,
porch, patio, and Is priced at
only $25,750.
49 ACRE FARM with 3 bedroom
brick house. Has electric heat,
hardwood floors, full bath, 2.42
acre tobacco base. All good
land. Stock barn, crib, tool shed,
priced at $26,000.
ROBERTS REALTY, 505 Weet
Main Street. Telephone 753-1651.
M-21-C
UPSTAIRS FURNISMCD effic- yea STATIONaite ntndiLIR
tan794. cY aPartillmt- Ph*" 753' wanted. Experience preferred,
31"2  but not neceeaary Mustfurnish
TWO - BEDROOM furnisliedreforencet Full time employ.
)ouse, centrally located, couple meld- Trotters Guff, Highway
"preferred, references required.' South- M-20-C
Phone 753-1893, Extension 35,
days, or 753-3249 nights. M-20-C
THREE - ROOM apartment,
electric heat, air condilloned.
Phone 753-6045. M-21)-C
FOR MINT HELP WANTED
EXECUTIVES sales person. Ex-
cellent benefits. Salary $600.00
month. Experienced paint sales
person Travel. Expense account
Bonus. Other benefits. Salary
NEW TWO - BEDROOM apart- 
$601100
 'Tone Unlimited
merit, ceramic tile bath. Has Employment 
Agency, 1627
drapes, air-conditioning, stove. Broadway, Paducah' ILY" Phu"
Call 753-7457. m-20.c 642-8161 21-20-C
TRAILER SPACE, water and
sewerage furnished, health in-
spected, on black top road. For
further information phone 436-
2334. M-22-C
UNFURNISHED 2-bedroom du-
plex apartment. Carpeting and
air conditioning. Available April
lat. Call 753-5421 after 5:00
p. an. M-23-C
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALM
1963 PONTIAC Catalina two.
door hardtop, power brakes,
power steering, clean, good me-
chanically. Cheap. Phone 435-
5577 after six p. m. 21-22-C
1966 FASTBACK VW. Granada
red, low hilIeligEt Clean. Phone
753-3858. M-24-e
EXPERIENCED Sales Represen-
tative. Full time only. Draw
against commission. Excellent
benefits and working conditioca.
Opportunities unlimited. Apply
in person at Bonanza Mobile
Homes, North 12th at Chestnut
Street, M-24-C
LADIES WANTED to gather in-
formation for new city directory
by house to house survey. $1.60
per hour guaranteed, reply giv-
ing name, address, and tele-
phone number in own hand-
writing. Send replies to Box
32-Y, c/o Ledger & Times, Mur-
ray, KY. 21-24-C
CURB BOYS or girls, day shift.
Apply in person only. Jerry's
Restaurant, South 12th Street.
M-21-C
LICENSED BEAUTY operator
r appfehtice in work week
nds. Phone 437-6001. M-25-C
1963 FORD Galaxie 500 XL 4-
door hardtop. Automatic trans-
mission, power steering and
brakes. Clean. $575.00. Phone
492-8594 after 6:00 p.
M-21-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
full air conditioning, all elec-
tric, large living-dining mom
combination, large kitchen and
utility storage area, carport, on
extra large lot. Near Robertson
School. By owner. Call 753-129Z
days or 753-8973 nights. M-25-C'
ONE ACRE located city limits
Hazel with pump and good well.
Ideal building site. Call 584-
8084 Camden, Tenn. M-25-P
40 ACRE FARM. Two miles
west of Hazel. Five room house
with bath and upstairs. Tobac-
co barn, stock barn and other
outbuildings. Call 492-8293.
M-20-C
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick home
In Highland Oaks Sub-division
with carport. Ready for occupan-
cy. Call Howard G. Bucy, 753
1816. Make a reasonable offer
and it may be yours. M-244
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED- One or two-bedroom
infurnished house, out of city
Limits on paved road. Must have
running water and bath. Rent
reasodable. Phone 753-1916 and
aak for Mary. TFNC
* Your Guide *
TO GOOD EATING
Sy Popular Demand,
Steak Night Continues
- At -
THE HOLIDAY „INN:
Kansas City Strip Steak
Onion Rings
Baked Potato
Tossed Green Salad -
Hot Rolla and Butter
Ressirvetions ,Accepted--
Telephone No:' 753-59$6
ALL FOR $ 2.25
Assistant Managers
for
Training Program
teeldee Ie. est oprestesityt
Cheek those job etlyeareeet weit
• serape/4y thee i• heehowitte as-
.s U lame expense. pre-
ssen, We Seed 25 win fe• Het
•••grete - Meetly meg le *Ow
ones.
Here Is what our training
program offers you:
• 5 day week.
• Complete training in the
credit profession-No prior
experience needed - Earn
while you learn-Ne sell-
ing 'evolved.
• Good starting salary phis
b. withplowed sal-
rareCiftsaiss erbile la
• Advises; to Managerial
peallika w tibia I le 3
years.
• Oetstamiling e m pi* y ee
benefits include ctinipauy
paid pension plan. Hos-
pitalisation. Surgical and
Major Medical coverage,
free life insurance, em-
ployee education plan and
many more.
11 yea ere ego 21 te 21 ewe
ewe • as., roe fairy be able to
sposilly. College dipiett. set re-
.11•4•941. NIA 1,61.111 greghowles
et• •14.11614. Pee heehee ieferait•e-
See, euN
C. P. Williams
Time Finance Co.
• Southside Manor
Phone 753-6702
Murray, Kentucky
WANTED: Receptionist. Neat
appearance, ability to meet the
public. Bookkeeping, typing and
filing. Salary commensurate to
ability. Give references. Write
P. 0. Box 32-D, c/o Ledger and
Times.
AVON, add to your family in-
come. Only a few hours daily.
Start your own business now
Become an Avon Representat-
ive. Write Mrs. Evelyn L
Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
Shady Grove Road, Marion,
Kentucky 42064.
H-M-21-C
WANTED: Part time bookkeep-
er. Contact Brandon Brothers
Tied Cars, Phone 753-4356.
31-22-C
WANTED AT ONCE: Labora-
tory analyst with knowledge
and background in chemistry
and other related subjects. We
do not require a degree in
chemistry but a degree tePap-
predated. Production and labor
workers wanted at once. Jobs
Unlimited Employment Agency,
1627 Btoadway, Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442-8161. M-22-C
GIVES UP SMOKING
EASTMANVILLE, Mich, UPI.
Joe Steel gave up smoking last
year after his physician told
him it would shorten his life.
Steel will be 109 March 31.
"UP THE IRISH"
LONG BEACH, Calif. UPI -
It was "Up the Irish" on the
Queen Mary,
An Irish flag flown from Dub-
lin was raised on the former
British passenger liner during
a St, Patrick's Day ceremony.
- 4 •
* Your Guide to *
GOOD EATING
CATFISH BUFFET
- at -
THII HOLIDAY INN
Every Friday Night
5-10 p.m.
Catfish
HalablauliPies
French Fried Potatoes
Cole Slew
An You Can Sat!
ONLY
$1.50
A Delight In Every Mel
SERVICES OFFERED
HORSES: At stud, 2 reglit-
ered 5 gaited stallions, Pre-
mien Pride by Stonewall Pre-
mier, Ensigns Majestic Style by
Majestic Ensign. Top breeding
In USA. One registered Welch
pony, show type. Sales-Train-
ing-Boarding. Blackwell Sta-
bles. Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone
7536977. March-31-C
TAILORING and alterations. 22
years experience. Georgine
Wells, 304 North 7th. Street.
H-M-20-C
PERMANENT HAIR Removal.
Newest electronic short wave
method. Call for an appoint-
ment. Gerald Fitts, registered
electrologist, phone 753-8458.
11-20-C
BEAT THE SPRING rush per-
iod. Call now and let me talk
with you about your room ad-
dition or new house. Specializ-
ing in kitchen remodeling and
updating. I will be glad to dis-
cuss your ideas with you and
give an estimate without,4 any
obligation. Call Gerald L. Cart-
er, 753.8260, 21-25-C
FOR THE BEST possible TV
SERVICE call BLLBREY'S your
G. E. DEALER. Factory trained
technicians, genuine factory
parts at reasonable rates. 210
Main, Phone 753-5617. H-1TC
THURSDAY - MARCH 20. 1961i
--ere
NOTICE
NOTICE: We repair all makes
vacuum cleaners, touters, mix
era Irons, heaters, all snail
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409
Maple. April-1-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
Y. Sanders. Phone 3824176,
Lynnville, Ky. April-16-C
WILL CARE for elderly lady,
who is able to wait on herself,
In my home. Room and board
furnished. Vacancy April lst.
Phone 753-8294. 21-20-C
RACHEL HENDON is DOW
iorking at Lucille's Bea ut y
Shop, Route 2, Hazel, Thurs-
days, Fridays and Saturdays un-
til noon. For appointment call
753-5649. M-20-P
WOULD OWNER of '58 Oldsmo-
bile, Michigan plates, parked
on Coldwater Road, call me if
interested in selling. Call 753-
2941. M-20-P
MARY BOGARD is now em-
ployed at Leta's Beauty Salon.
She would like to invite all her
customers to call for an ap-
pointment Phone 753-8282,
M-25-C
CONTACT Kent Wright at 902
Poplar for your income tax
needs. Call 7534281 for appoint
neat H-1TC
DON'T FORGET Aunt Betty's
and Uncle Eds fifth anniversary.
"The Wishing Well" in Western
Auto has all kinds of gifts to
suit the occasion. 21-22-C
SPECIAL: Boneless catfish din-
ner, $1.35. Mac & Ann's Truck
Stop Cafe, Highway 641, Hazel,
KY: M-26-C
NOT MATERNAL
ST, LOUIS, Mo. UPI - A fe-
male orangutan at the St. Louis
Zoo has indicated she would rat-
her be a swinger than a mother.
After giving birth Monday to
a 4-pound, 6-ounce male, the
mother handed the baby through
the bars to Curator Moody Lentz,
NEW ARAB COMMANDER
According to Cairo Radio.
Maj. Gen. Abdel Ismail All -
i above), has been named to
succeed the late Gen. Abdel
RdRetlW -Ria8 as. -FhTer
staff of armed forces in the
U.A.R. General Rind was
killed in a cross-Suez Canal
gun battle. e R,r dtophotr,
NECESSARY EQUIPMENT
SAN FRANCISCO UPI - San
Francisco police have added so-
mething new to their line of
equipment-a potty wagon.
A mobile crime lab was fitted
with laboratory facilities to ser-
vice the needs of vast numbers -
of police assigned to matritatir
order at San Francisco State
College.
ALL-kRISH DAY
CHICAGO UPI - The St. Pat.".
rick's Day parade down State;
Street Monday featured floatii
from a Polish - sausage makerfa
the Puerto Rican Congress mull
the Joint Committee of Italial
Americans.
4
HunrOrmillisll SALE
Everything In The Store
Must Go!
Hazel Furniture
Co.
Hazel, Hy.
This ()lose Out Sate Is
One of the Best Ever
Offered In This Area!
All merchandise new
Name brands. Furniture and
bedding at Big Bargains. Bas-
sett, Yorktown, and Oxford
House by Kenlea. Tell City
and Delka hardrock maple
dining suites with buffet and
hutch to match. Living room
and den suites by Broyhill,
Bassett, Griffaw, and Byrd.
All types occasional chairs
and recliners, Murphy Miller
and others. Coffee tables with
end tables to match, various
kind and sizes.
Come Se* For Yourself
First Come First Served
While Stock Lasts
Terms Cash
Everything Mott Go By
'MARCH 31st., 1969
H-1-T-C
COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES
Located Across From
The Oaks Country Club
Ten Spacious Lots
All 200 x 300 Feet
Protective Restrictions
Each Lot Over One Acre
These beautiful lots are only 2 miles' from
the, city. Beautiful building sites for tjair
home you have always wanted. Paved street.
idc and Lillian Blackwell
Developers
Oaks Country Club Road fp 753-6977
- Ito
Abbie 'N Slats .
I'LL MST PUT THESE PAGEC BACK WHERE
I FOUND THEM UNTIL I DECIDE WHAT TO DO
ABOUT ROLL43 WRITING A PLAY AND PRETEND-
ING IT WAS ONE OF WILLIAM
  SHAKESPEARE'S .P
by R. Van Buren
SOMEONE'S BEEN HERE AND
CLEANED UP.' AND THAT COULD
MEAN I SHUDDER).
LW Abner by Al Capp
? ? - WERE NON LS ABE!!
RECKON AH WON'T 
N 
)e.'
EED IT AFTER ALL!!
--
•1•••• N.M.,. •
•
„ -
•
.ft
PAW] TRIMLY];
-.11•111.-
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EASES ...
(Continued From Pape One)
say Route Two, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po
Ilce.
Kim Phillips Gillhan, Beattie
r
etei,te
0 
Two, speeding, fined
00 costs $1800. State Pa-
James H. Henry, Jr., MOW
UniveraRy. odd cheelbet.
$.10.00 eats ASA lbw
Ille Ski* Murray UMW
its^ nag ---e to abuse,
Amu ilhoheedt Swift
abed£ wku, Parts,
Ten- speeding. Semi $37.00
gots UM; state Polka.
• Awed E. Dowse, Rea
Route Two, driving Wilk IS.
toxicated, fined $1001111 tab
State Po/1m.
Glenn T. Puckett, Hardin
Route One, undersized bass, fin-
ed $15.00 costs $18.00; Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife.
James T. Gibson, Kitten
Route One, undersized bass, fin-
ed $15.00 costs $18.00; DePart-
!Dent of Fish and Wildlife.
- Gerald Richorson, Murray
Route Two, driving while in-
toxicated, fined $100.00 costs
$13.00, driving while license
revoked. fined $10.00 cogs
$18.00, given thirty days in jail
suspended on condition that he
not be back in court for remain-
der of 1960; State Police.
Emalene R. Telle, Benton,
Weeding, fined $10.00 costa
$18.00; State Police.
Gordon Enix Has
Print In Exhiliit
_ Gard an Enix of Murray, a
senior art major at Murray
State University, has had a se-
rigraph print accepted into the
Nth National Graphics Arts
and Drawing Exhibition at WI-
:eita, Kans.
His print in the show is en-
titled 'Is Man Becoming Ex-
tinct?"
Enix and a Murray State art
instructor, Robert Head, have
also had work accepted into the
3rd Berea Biennial Drawing Ex-
hibition at Berea College in
Berea
A drawing by Enix, made
with charcoal and wash, is en-
titled "Minor Shock." Head had
two drawings accepted. They
are entitled 'Bird" and 'En-
wironmentaL"
WHO KNOWS?
Sugar Creek Church
Revival Services
To Be Next Week
A revival in connection with
the "Crusade of The Americas"
will begin at the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church located east a
Faxon Momentary School as
Murray Route Three on Moo
day, March 34.
Services will be held each
evening through Sunday, Marti
30, at seven p.m. and at eleven
am_ on Sunday morning.
Bro. C. C. Brasher, pastor of
the New Zion Baptist Church,
will be the evangelist.
The church and the pastor,
Ram Alvin York, invite the
to attend these special
Hazel Alumni
Plan Meet
M. 0. Wrather, executive vice
president of Murray State Uni-
versity, will be the featured
speaker at the annual meeting
of the Hazel School Alumni As-
sociation to be held at the Mur-
ray Woman's Club House, Sat-
urday, April 5, at seven p.m.
Wratber is a former princi-
pal of Hazel MO School and
former superintendent of Cal-
loway County Schools. He has
been with Murray State Uni-
versity since 1938.
The association's annual meet-
ing is planned each year around
the Easter season to coincide
with many alumni returning to
the community at this time.
Friends and relatives of Ha-
zel School alumni are asked to
assist in notifying and making
reservations !fir members liv-
ing outside the community. All
Hazel School Alumni, teachers,
and administrators are espec-
ially encouraged to attend. Re-
servations are to be made by
no later than April 2, by call-
ing or writing either Robert
Hendon, Tornmye Taylor, or
Mrs Myrtlene Towery.
Plans are made for an in-
tentional and entertaining
program, as well as time for
visitation among "old grads."
An already consenting slate of
association officers for 1970 will
be placed in nomination.
ST. L01.3S, Mo. UPI - Some
pieces of modern sculpture in
greet of the Lambert-St. Imris
Airport will be moved to the
log art museum, where they
Iftlierstand such things.
• City officials slid they decided
move the pieces - worth $50,-
500 - after the clamor complained
thee had been Metalled backwar-
SI et lbe ehr.iet.
•CIS.
SEVERAL • • •
(Continued From Page One)
nom fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
W E. Baldwin, speeding, A*
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
M. L Boren, disorderly Calb
duct, fined $15.00 costs 14...50.
F. P. Kesusnicek,
registration, fined $13.110 keels
$4.50.
L C. McDougal, public drum-
keenest, fined $15.00 costs $4.-
50
R. B. Still, disorderly -'induct.
fined $15.00 costs 64.50.
D. L Scott, speeding. fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
1 LADIES
come and see our new shipment of
Nationally Advertised
SPRING SHOES
SAVINGS
UP TO 50%
EIGATTit 113)64P _ _ _ Now $15.00
GOOD SELECTION OF 41ft SAMPLES
Be Sure to Register for the '5.00
Given Away Weekly with a
Purchase!
Open Booday firma 3:09 te SAS pm.
DISCOUNT SHOE CENTER
Hwy. 641 South - Next to Auto Auction
GEM MAN
(Cesdisswed Prom Page Om)
Judge Rail MeCuistoa and Cal
Lowey County Attorney
0. Millar had gone to bee
keen to discuss his giving
right of way for the wi
and upgrading cf the road b
his bone.
Judge McCulaton said B
keen vu in a field nearby cutt
lag some bushes when they
rived. They discussed the right
of way with him and they then
went to the house where Bur-
keen told them to have a seat
on the large front porch.
When Burkeen returned from
the house he had a 33 automa-
tic rifle and aimed it directly
at McCuiston. Attorney Miller
hollered and Burkeen then aim-
ed the gun at Miller's head, Mc-
Cuiston said.
As Burkeen fired the gun,
Miller dropped to the floor and
McCuiston grabbed the barrel
of the rifle, he said. The man
shot twice again, but failed to
hit either McCuiston or Miller.
Judge McCuiston said they
took the gun away from Bur-
ken and asked if he had any
other guns, but Burkeen said
no. They endeavored to per-
suade Burkeen to return t o
town with them to see a doct-
or, but he refused, the county
officials said. McCuiston and
Miller watched the house as
they left, and they did not see
Burkeen come outside before
they got out of sight of the
home.
After their return to Murray,
Deputy Sheriff Calton Morgan
and Jailer Huel (WhirepY) Jones
went to the Burkeen home to
investigate, but in the mean
time had received a call for an
ambulance to go to the Bur-
keen home as there had been
a shoot'-- -ortet
arrived at the
scene, .y had already
been discovt.ed and the neigh-
bors had amved also. Burkeen's
son, Raymond, said he was plow-
ing in a field and heard the
rifle shot, but failed to hear
the shotgun blast. By the time
he arrived at the house his
father had expired.
Kentucky State Trooper Char-
les Stephenson was in the area,
heard the call On his radio, and
came to the scene to offer as-
sistance.
Funeral services for Mr. Bur-
keen will be held Friday at 2:J0
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. John Bradley and Rev.
Bill Thweatt officiating.
Burial will be in Jeffrey
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Max IL Churchill
rameral Home where friends
WAG ealL
IIEGISDIATION
(Continued Front Page One)
1:00-4:00 p.m. in the Principal's
office.
Parents may register their
children at any registration
center convenient to them. It
will not be necessary to have
the children present for this re-
gistration. Registration may be
made by the parent or guardian
of the prespective student.
To enter the first grade, chil-
dren must be six years old by
December 31, 1969. In addition,
the Kentucky State Law requir-
es that all children entering
school must be immunized *-
pion polio, diphtheria, tetanus,
smallpox, whooping cough, and
measles. The Murray Board of
Education is in compliance with
this law, and parents should
have their children immunized
before entering school next
year, Fred Schultz, Superintea-
dent said.
Market Report
Federal State Market News
Service, Thursday, March 21:1,
1960 Kentucky Purchase-Area
Hog Market Report Includes 10
Buying Stations.
Receipts Estimated at 900. Act.
1357 Head, Barrows and Gilts
PAY Steady; Sows, Steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $20.25-20.75,
Few select 1-2 at $21.00;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $19.754025;
US 2-4 230-M0 Re $1025-13-75.
US 3-4 250-200 lbs $18.75-19.33-
Funeral Wednesday
For Mrs. McDaniel
Funeral services for Mn.
Mantas McDaniel were hold
Wednesday at the Filbock and
Cann Funeral Chapel, Benton,
with Rev. Tlldon Garner and
Rev. William Sullivan officiat-
ing. Burial was in the Palestine
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mrs. McDaniel, age MI, died
Tuesday at the home of a grand-
son, Wayne Lee McDaniel of
Paducah. She was a member of
the Palestine United Method-
ist Church.
Survivors include three grand
children, Wayne Lee and Char-
les McDaniel of Paducah, and
Mrs. Chester Ray Powell of
Becton, eight great grandchil-
dren; three great great gnat"
children.
AUNT . .
(Continued From Papp One)
at 12th and Sycamore Streets.
As Stephenson got out of his
car to talk with Haile, the
trooper said he sped away pb
ing north on 12th.
Halle ran the stop sign at
12th and Poplar, the red light
at 12th and Main, passed cars
on the left, and ran the red
light at 12th and Chestnut
Streets, according to Trooper
Stephenson.
At 12th and Chestnut, Cary
Lae McMullin of Route Two,
•Cordyon, driving a 1968 Chev-
rolet Impala two door hardtop,
going west on Chestnut Street,
bit the side of the Haile car as
It sped through the red light,
according to Trooper Stephen-
sun and the Murray Police Do-
pertinent wreck report.
The Haile car then skidded
off the road and landed in a
ditch on the east side of the
road by the Ellis Popcorn Com-
pany, according to Stephenson.
Damage to the Haile car was
on the right side and to the
Katallin car on the front end.
Another accident occurred to
the city yesterday at 3:38 p.m
on North 2nd StreeL
Cars involved were a 1964
Oldsmobile four door owned
by James Walls and driven by
Alice Grogan Walls of 209 Pine
Street, and a 1961 Buick two
door driven by James David
Filbeck of Benton Route Five.
Police said the Walls car was
going south on North 2nd Street
and the Firaeck car was coming
out of the Stove Plazt parking
lot when the collision ,occurred.
Damage to the Walls car was
on the left fender and side, and
to the Filbeck car on the right
front fender and grill.
Baby Falls Through
Rusty Floor Of Car
TROY, Pa. (UPI) -,-- The rust-
ed floor of an 11-yeai-old auto-
mobile gave way and dr)pped a
one-year-old boy to his death
on a highway here Wednesday
night.
Police said Walter G. Bolt, 33,
of Troy was driing south on
Route 14 near here with hit
son. Christopher, playing on the
floor in the back of the car
The floor collapsed, dropping
the child to the road and the
auto continued over him. Toe
boy was pronounced dead at
Troy Community Hospital of a
skull fracture.
Jay Duncan Rites
Are Held Today
The funeral for Jay Duncan
of Lynn Grove Roote One, was
held today at two p.m at the
chapel of the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Henry
Hargis and Bro. Charlie Arnett
officiating.
Pallbearers were Jimmy Eel,
J B. Bell, Gale Garrison, Char
lea Tidwell, Cornelius Tidwell,
and Bob Bazzell. Burial was in
the Antioch Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Um if,
Churchill Funeral Home.
Duncan, age 84. died Tuees-
day at his home. He is survived
by two sons, Youel and Kelley
Duncan, one gra.idchild, and
one g:eat .grandchi:d.
SEEN/ HEARDr....
(Continued From Page One)
Oak should be falling off soon
(last years that is), since the
new bads are swelling.
The Buckeyes have huge buds
on them. They've tried to come
out for the past two years, but
had to return to the dormant
stage because of the short root
system, but this year we believe
they will leaf out to stay.
The Dawn Redwood budding
like crazy. Wild Cherry getting
bumpy and the Black Gum with
knots on the limbs. The Ash
swelling on the ends of the
branches and the Cedar losing
that brownish winter look. .
The bulbs we put out last year
breaking through the soil and
the Spectarbilis with new
growth all over It. The Ilex
Rotundi (a round growing holly
that will stick you like crazy)
doing well.
The Box Rider doing famously,
ai.d the Dogwoods swelling. The
Tulip Poplars wtih big buds on
them just itching to open and
get going. The Magnolia stood
the winter fine and we hope
for good growth this year.
The Azaleas looking right pearl
and the Mugho Pine greening
up. The young Maple in the
front yard all geared up to add
Clive feet of growth.
The Scotch Pine we put out
last year are well set a n d
should put on some good growth
this spring. Tiger lilies up and
raring to go.
-To put it in a few short words,
the -growing season is here and
we all will be witness to the
most amazing miracle in the
history of man, the growth of
living things. 
It Won't Be Long Now . . . .
ding Is About To HAPPEN A
Murray's MOST POPULAR DRIVE-II
MentalHealth
Column To Run
Each Thursday
Are you worried about men-
tal or emotional troubles?
What should you know and
do about mental Illness?
In a new series, appearing
each Thursday in this news-
paper, Dr. Stanley F. Yolles,
Director of the government's
National Institute of Mental
Health will bring up-to-date and
authoritative help to answer
questions like these.
Called "Mental Health Mat-
ters." the series will appear
once a week and will deal with
a wide range of subjects.
Alcoholism, drug addiction,
misuse of pep and sleeping pills,
LSD, marihuana, depression,
suicide prevention, racial tens-
ion, urban crowding, violent be-
havior, marital troubles, schi-
zophrenia - all these and many
more conditions are part of the
immense pr tilem of mental ill-
ness and will be written about
in the new series.
Pers-nal medical or health
advice cannot be given in the
columns; this you should get
from your doctor because A IS
not possible nor helpful for the
columns to prescribe, treat, or
suggest specific measures for
any individual case.
Readers who have questions.
however, which they would like
to see articles about are invit-
ed to write to the Ledger &
Times The letters will be pass-
ed on to the National Institute
of Mental Health.
The National Institute of
Mental Health, located in Chevy
Chase, Maryland just outside
the Nation's capital, Washing-
ton. D.C., was set up by law
to support research, manpower
training, and development of
services to reduce mental ill-
ness and for "the improvement
of the mental health of the peo-
ple of the United States".
With some 6500 employees,
the NIMH carries oh a broad
research program in its own
basic and clinical laboratories
staffed by 500 scientists and
technical workers.
The Institute also supports
research and training through
grants in over 4000 universit-
ies and research institutions.
Over 330 Community Mental
 Health Centers around the
vuntry are being set up by
the aid of Institute grants. Ex.
pected to number 500 by 1970,
these centers will provide men
tal health clinics, in and out-
patient, emergency 6ospitaliza
tion, and other services to 50,
080,000 people.
"Mental Health Matters," pre-
pared for the Ledger & Times
by the Institute, will bring you
each week news and develop-
ments from all these fronts in
the nationwide attack on Amer-
ica's No. I public health pro-
blem, mental illness.
NOW You KNOW
by United Pros* International
Of commonly used languages,
Hawaiian uses the fewest letters
- A, E, H, I, K, 1, 111, N. 0, P,
U, and W.
• .,;?„:;,4401) '
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Kidney Tests - This scene was taken at the Murray
Woman's Club House yesterday as school children in erodes
ens throng* six were tested for the dMectien of six Mime
alit/MOS. Seated Is Jack Adams and standing, loft to *At are
Graham IL Wall, Mrs. Donald Keller, Mee. *Mk MOM end
Mrs. James Garrison.
KIDNEY
Lemletinood Prom Page Owe)
Ledger & Timm today that al-
most one hundred per cent of
the parents in the city and co-
unty cooperated with officials
in the program by returning
the sheets sent by the teachers
to their parents for their con-
sent for the children to have
the test.
Doctors anticipate five per
cent of the tests will show up
positive, however they stress-
ed that this is not a cause for
alarm. They emphasized that
several factors could cause a
positive result such as some
type raf contamination in the
dleinocspeciman, e contaminated
cup, or other factors.
Any speciman which shows
up positive will be rechecked
with better tests for more pos-
itive findings. It was pointed
out that this type of screening
test is designed to check a large
number of children In as short
a time as possible. -
Rites Held Today
For Emma Hooper
Miss Emma Lee Hopper of
Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday at
five p.m. at the Henry County
Nursing Home at the age of 93.
She was born September 16,
1875 in Henry County to the
late James Henry Hooper and
Mary Martin Hooper. Survivors
include a number of nieces and
nephews among whom is Mrs.
Warren Sykes, a great niece.
Funeral serVites are being
held today at two p.m. at the
Mill Creek Presbyterian Church,
Henry County, with burial in
the church cemetery.
OFMAIST 3
(Continued Prom Pane One)
era. The team won six games
and lost only one, that loss be
by one point.
The team was coached by Ray
Roberts and Tommy Marshall
and was introduced to the club
by Roberts. Team members
were Dale McCuiston, Greg Gint
grass, Greg Johnston, Jeff
Woods, Jay Kennedy, Kim Gro-
gan, Greg Grogan, Tim Wallin,
Mike Conner, Steve Porter,
Wendell Pace, Mark Williams,
Gary Darnell, John Harcourt,
and Kenny Collins.
Dennis Taylor and Robert
Glenn Jeffery, the two princi-
pals of the schools, were also
recognized for their work with.
the youth of Murray.
Special guests of the club
were two Murray State Basket-
ball Stars, Hector Blondett and
Frank Streety. These two out.
standing young men presented
a very interesting and enter-
taining program.
Blondett told the boys that
they should set a goal and strive
to reach it. He also urged the.
youngsters to listen to advice
from their parents, teachers,
and other adults and to follow
that advise for a successful fu-
ture life.
Streety told the boys about '
his athletic life in high school,
junior college, and at hf..S.0
He expressed his enthusiasm
for next year's basketball team
and said the team had a great
desire to do even better next IL,
year than they did last season
The meeting was closed with
the group repeating the Opti
mist Creed.
Co-Production
1101,LYW1116
I nit ersal television and Ivan Tors
%ill co-produce "The fleep Lab,"
based on exploring the floor
of the ocean.
EASTER
DRESSING
JUST
RECEIVED!
Hundreds
of new
Spring and
Easter
Suits,
Sport
Coats and
Slacks,
by
Hart-
Schaffner
& Marx,
Stylemart
StylecrafL
All the
newest
styles
and colors.
See our
new . . .
SHARKSKIN,
SILK &
WOOL SUITS.
$62.50
4 Compare with
any $100 Suit
of the same
quality.
‘ek.,
Beautiful new
colors & styles
in DACRON
& WOOL SUITS
$49.55
Compare with any
$100 Suit of the
same quality.
SPORT COATS
$32.50
Compare at $50.00.
REECE'S
510 W. Main
How about
shedding that-
old image•
How about trying something new? Noth-
ing drastic, wild or for out - but just what
it takes to give you a right-dressed look
that's a little different
A two-button double-vent Suit,
for instance . . . certainly a tried
and true look, but new again, now.
If you shrink from suit shopping ... if
you're stymied when it comes to deciding
what goes with whet what shirt, what
tie, and all the rest . . try asking us.
We answer questions like this: Can you
wear a striped shirt ond a paisley tie with a
glen plaid suit? Sure you can - and should.
When your suit and accessories are all in the
same color family, they're sure to add up
handsomely.
Be Sure To Stop By and See Our New
- Spring Clothing
•
•
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